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ALHUQUK11QUE.

HORRIBLE WAY

NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY

EVE XING, MAY 8,

IS TUB EARTH BECOMING UNSAFE?

OF KILLING A

NUMBER 114

HKXJ.

MORE

BITTEN

Nicholas Provokes

TO DEATH

MEETING

n
Constantinople, May 8. Nedjim
Bey, pncurator general of Vilayet,
ia Tripoli, North Africa, was murdered
la a sensational manner by All Shawyl
Pasha, formerly military governor of
Scutari. According to reports received here, All Shamy.1, who is a
dish chleft.ain.and who recently' was
exiled to Tripoli, n the charge of
Wing concerned la tho murder or Hed
- van Pasha at Constantinople, was un
derging an examination when sudden
ly he rushed upon the procurator gen
eral, fixed his teeth In the throat of
that functionary and held on, like a
hull dog, until his victim was throttled
to death.
Kd-di-

SSfyv

Society

iAuSy

-

'

i
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GIVES AWAY SECRET
'Paris, May 8. A striking carpenter
named Paubert and another man were
wounded today by the explosion of a
bomb which they were engaged in
loading in the garret of a house situated in one of the districts Inhabited
by the working .classes. After the
men had been arrested the garret was
searched and other bombs were found
It is believed that the bombs were being prepared for use In connection
with the anarchistic plot.
N

MISS

THIS

This morning at 6 o'clock, at the
church of Immaculate
Conception,
Rev. Mandalarl joined In the holy
bonds of wedlock, George F. Powers
of this city, and Miss Anna Horn, of
MAP SHOWING UNSAFE SPOTS ON THE EARTH'S SURFACE. WITH PICTURES OF LOCALITIES WHERE RECENT NATURAL
DISTURBSan. Marcial. Chester Goss and Miss
ANCES TOOK PLACE.
Angle Powers stood up with the
When the California earthquake jarred the people of San Francisco and caused avoc and disorder in alt directions, there was adfled another
'iflppy couple, the ceremony Wn;
score to the list of great natural disasters that have taken place throughout the world during the past few months. No. 1 shows the wrecked city
witnessed by only a few Intimate
hall in San Francisco, damaged by the shock of A&ril 18. No. 2 is a picture showing the damage done In the Society Islands on February 7, when floods
friends of the contracting parties.
No. 3 shows a scene in Colombia where 2,000 lives were lost in January and February by earthquakes and tidal
and tidal waves drowned 7,000 natives.
The groom is the "son of Mr. and
waves. No. 4 is a picture of Mt. Vesuvius in eruption and No. 5 shows damage in Parghelia, Italy by earthquakes that preceded the volcanic eruption
Mrs. John Powers, residing at the
of several months. No. 6 is a scene in Formosa, where from March 17 to 19 a series of earthquakes and landslides killed or Injured 7,000 people.
corner of Edith street and Coal avenue, and is an Albuquerque boy in
every sense of the word. A few
years ago he held a "devil's" position SAFETY BOXES ALL
COftONER DIFFERS
PUEBLO WORKMEN
BUILDING NEEDED
in The Evening Citizen office, in
which, he proved a most excellent
employe, but having higher aspiraARE FIRED, ON BY
RIGHT IN FRISCO!
FOR ITS MATERIAL
FROM THE POLICE
tions, he studied
and
soon became an expert on the books.
r
Ho is now the elflciont
Is Killed 'By the Brooklyn Navy Yard
at the wholesale grocery establish- Contents of Many Steel Boxes As to Cause of Chas. Spier's Deputy Sheriffs-O- ne
ment of I,. H. Putney.
j
Tho bride is the daughter of Mr.
Where Large Quantity
and Two Are Seriously
Found Intact in
Death in New York
and Mrs. Andrew Horn, of San Mar-ciaShe has been residing here for
Vaults.
Wounded.
of Copper
Yesterday.
the past three or four years; was
tlio. pretty telephone girl at the Colorado Telephone company's office but
for the past year has held a position BARRIER OUT WITH DAMAGE! SUICIDE
SAY
THE POLICE WORKMEN WERE ON STRIKE PiPING HAS NO PROTECTION
at the Economist store.
Many friends throughout central
New Mexico, and especially in this Two Hundred Street Cars in That
Murdered Contends the Coroner. For Eight Hour Day With Ten From Any Thief Who May Pass
city and at San Marclal, join with
The Evening Citizen in wishing Mr.
City Were Running
Hour's Pay For the Same,
That Way LooRns
For Wound Could Not be
and. Mrs. George F. Powers a most
happy .married life.
Yesterday.
For Booty.
as Their Demand.
Self Inflicted.
l.

j

j

j

WOOL UNUSUALLY DULL
BUT PRICES ARE FIRM
Boston, May 8. Wool market is
exceptionally dull.
However, firm
prices are maintained. Buying in the
west is practically at a standstill except In a few instances.

San Francisco, Cal., May 8. Safety
boxes in several ot the big institutions that possessed fire proof receptacles, were made accessible yesterday.
The vaults opened were those
of the Union Trust,
Canadian Iiank of Commerce
Georgia Knights of Columbus Meet.
Macon, Ga., May
third an- and Mercantile Trust, AH the contents
nual state convention of the Knights of the steel boxes were found intact.
of Columbus of Georgia opened here Nothing was harmed.
this morning, with a large attendance.
State Deputy Victor J. Dorr of Au- SOME SMALL LOSSES
BY BARRIER BREAKING
gusta presided at the opening mission this morning. There are now
Sacramento, Cal., May 8. A special
Oi to
nM ween
and 1.000 Knights ot from Woodland says that the big barColumbus in Georgia.
rier which impounded the waters of
Cache creek in the mountains, fourTELEGRAPHIC MARKETS.
teen miles alxne Rumsey, gave away,
or a portion of it gave way, yesterday
Spelter.
and u great wave rushed down the
N
Louis,
Mo.,
May
S;v Iter. creek,
St.
doing Borne damage at Itumsey
quiet, ill fj.lui.
and boiiio places further down the
creek. The los will not t xrt d
Money Market.
N. w York, May S. Money on call,
CONDITIONS ARE
linn, until near dose, 2 4 Ti 4 : prime NORMAL
BEING RAPIDLY RESTORED
mercantile paper, "
silver.
New York, May 8. The following
i;0
message from President Calhoun of
Chicago Live Stock.
the United Railroad of San lYancisco
Chicago, May X. Cattle Kiveipts, was received yesterday: Two hundred
niarkt steady; beeves. $1,15 5. cars are in operation' today, including
iVJ.l; cows an;!
heifers, $1.85 '5.23: th elino to San Mateo. All the elecstoel.ors ami feeders, $.;)eTj n calves. tric lines except some in the burnid
district will be in operation tomorrow,
Sheep Kec ipts, 2 i.'wO; market is lu addition, Market street throughout
has been equipped wi'li overhead trolweak to 1'V lower; sin
fifi
ley since the fire ami now is in full
lani'is, $ l.t.HfJi .",.75.
operation. Will start additional I'.nes
Provisions.
in the burned district as soon as the
Chicago.
May K. Following wer dangerous walls an- removed. Normal
closing prices:
conditions are being promptly restore.
Wheat May, H V: July, 7:'j,p.
nd the city will
rapidly re nii
July, 4,"ic.
Corn Mav. IT1.'-Oats May. ::2',c; July, 31'c.
'SECOND DAY SESSION
: July, $15. 17'.
Pork Miy, $1
l
May, $.32'i: July. $S.4.".'J.
OF DENTAL BOARD
Kibs May, fi.43; J.ily. $.'.
Crocker-Wool-wort-

h,

he

i

New York, May 8 The police offi
cials who investigated the mysterious
death of Charles lj. Spier, confidential
agent for 11. 11. Rogers, reported killed
In a duel with burglars yesterday, say
they have evidence that Spier committed suicide, j
They louud no traces of a burglar,
and the savage bull dog wnich ecconi- panied Spier on the alleged search for
the housebreaker, took no part in the
fight if there was one.
Spier recently took out life insur-- j
nnco for $75,oud and had to borrow
tho money to pay tho premium. Therealso has been discovered a Judgment
in bankruptcy against Spier tor $50,- 870, and other judgments since Feb- ruary. These Judgments were entered
against the Yettnian Transmitting
Typt writer company, of which Spier
was president when the company
went into bankruptcy.
Coroner Matthew Cahill said today
that he is positive the wound which
caused Spier's death coul I not have
been inflicted by himself, and that
Spier w as undoubtedly rmir b red.
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election
I.eauiie of

.

oliici rs

tie First
.!, liolit rhuiv'i was hell in the
church parlor last
Tile luilowic.g otlic is were eh clod
for th.' e:.suini; term:
President Miss Mary Marccll.
Kir-Vice President .1.
Frank
r.
How
S. ".:,

i

Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City. Mo. . M.iy S. lau!
Ueoeip's. U'eoo. inelndiiig r."'i
.
na'iv.- maiket s'ealy:
. rs.
t: 2rAt
so'.rhern
$.4'"?tr.;
f l.r.o; south, rii cows. $''."" 1 I "l1 na.'!''! .": siock-ertive eov.s r.nd ii ir. is.
and !'(! rs. J::M7"; bulls. f."."i
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Mary

M iss Amies
Four! a Vic Pr.
in
H. Chi ml rllu': MeCalliitc.
i
nial
the second c'.a- S. :. !a.-yMlts Id i Fiek'-it- .
;f the
Ivn'ai Hoard
Tii ashler .1. S. IJowyi r.
.f Kxamine i was held, ar.l several
Cbor.- - it- Miss Nittie Hak. r.
Mi-- s
('. S.i'li.-rlan'(d'.'ai.i-- :
ciu'lida'es examii , ll.e hoard
il:
iv.r-'c- d
'1 lie
xamining eandisocial : ' .He be. a held by
eau s at the line f .lng t, press. lh." K.nMir'ii I.; ,u;ue Thur.-da..'i-itifn .1
u .is
f lie
lr. Cliar.ib. rlin, Hie president
"
board. Muted that tinn would
linirhi-toda. Following U a SRAVE PEOPLE FESICE
1st cf th" candidates who
he
IN WOODEN NUTMEG STATE
s
A
examined before a.lj umm.-nt- :
Fast Han. Won. Cm!..
W. W. TlUon. Clayton; 1.. T.Smith, slinht eartli'iuake shock was ! I'
an Marcial; H. K'- hu and II. H. today. No caiiiai"- w .t
aii'l no
i'.t lor, Arteaia.
one was fiigbtened.
!

con-fistin-

e

'

I'll"
ei the C;wo!!h

-

Mr.

Washington, D. C. May 8 The
Department has come to the
conclusion that something must be
dotn without delay to protect a large
quantity of valuable,
material,
of copper pipe, now stored In
the o. n at the navy yard at Brooklyn, 'i lie commandant of the yard has
sent a special report to Washington,
on plain i'ii,' tint ho has not the facilities to properly protect this material
from 1' vcj. it is thought that word
must hiu been passed among people
of tl.it (lass that th? material was
ace ible, and there have bet n a
mi:., r of thefts, with ar-- many more
ex. hing pursuits of the thieves. Ilo
cei.tly a marine olllcer was accidentally wounded by the discharge of his
ivi.ilo r, while chasing persons who
upon the material, and
bad .lesl-n- .s
some tiuie ai:
one of the gentries
killed :i man whu whs caught carrying o:f aluaUo piping. It was rec-- i
by the s;eretary. on the
:ii.M ii'b
'i of ri ports from Brooklyn,
building, to cost tX't'KWD,
r
tb.i ..
as a c ippet .smith's
an
'o be
RIOTERS ARE EACH FINED
.should be erected ar. tlie yard,
Mie
House Naval comniiltee,
b.e
IN COURT OF SANCVAL
COUNbeen consid. ring tho esti-j- i
ul.:,!: !
TY, AT BERNALILLO TODAY.
cut down this Item. It is now
:.
important to furnish a
v' i
.in
; CiMzi h.
ial i.i Th II.
to be built of steel, of
id.
?t
i.v i.
Uernalillo. N.
The riot dii:.. i.uis sutlicieiH to take aro of
cas. s growing
he strike ol
of this kind, and not leave
ilu macliinisls
tlo - city, wis di- ina'.ti.i!
;m invitation to thi'ves.
U Is
cided today in i!ie S;i ns loval
county . is
woubl
that such a biilldlr.
lohn Deunini;, C
couit. .lul'in Mai'
Is
t.'u.ooo.
y. .1. J. (larden.
A. Crosby. K. ,. Sh.
H. H. H.itd. II. .1 M a: tin and I.vin CA "TELLANE CASE IS
r
Fanvll. t.ie rioi.
indictment,
AGAIN BEFORE COURTS.
s s each.
re (In d t27, an
May S. -- The Cas'o'.l.me case
crime for which t ,alo n up today for final
convicted
' :s to t' - i
at noun, April
occurred in ,,,s
oilir y of reeon-- .
-- H,
Pl'M.
...
between the ClUlltess, ( for- .Ichii Denning. A Ci osby and H. L.
;' Anna (iouldl. and Count Boni.
Shi:'ey, three of !!. a i.ove n ini.-- ,1,.-, - consider d a mere formality.
fen.lants pleaded to thet harg-tMi, puns are not dispo.se,
to l,,..
f assault w i:h ii.'- M
kill, and in
i t:i il. d.
The lawyers
a li: ion to t,,. :i ,. ... ,. tiu s. were each
i!
fa ure proceislins to be
lined $;;:, an,i rot to be icn-III . .,, iind the final
H.
as Vegas, and ib
v. I' b' .ill contest.
Twitcl.ei
V. Chaves, o!
I'l'lerque, replV- s lit- .1 the
M. H. Fer- Weds Member of Noble Family.
del.
s
May
Miss
Adelaide
Inn.
a i pea re
I'o'ial counsel
for the niachiiii-n.rv- .
r tin. terri- lt.ur! h .i!. 'In- II n. Lionel I .amson .f the late Far. I of
ber!, s.
to the title,
Cavan,
Lead and Copper.
were n.arr.e.i today at Trinity church.
Nes York, Ma;.
lead, dull, at The bride
a stepdaughter of the
$18.5(j 4(
co-per, lira..
late Wii.i.im C. Whitney.
Navy

ti- -.

EPWORTH

;

'P !ay

I'll bio. Colo., Moy S. About 6
o'clock Uiis morning something like
loo striking employes tf the IMeblo
smelter gathered near t hat plant and
endeavored to keep other employes
from entering the works. The manager called for aid, and Sheriff McMillan with twenty-fivprodeputies,
ceeded to the plant. I!y tills time the
mob had Increased to 00, and several
HuhU wero in jiror ss.
The Bher-iff'men tried' to
the trouble,
and wero attacked. At. this juncture
some one fired a shot and immediately the iKjsst; fired a volley inti the
crowd, killing an alian Miko Mar-:no- ,
and seriously wounding two other
strikers. Two of the deputies were
badly beaten while trying to disarm
tho mob. At the
the mob
scattered in every direction.
are still !i uard, and no
x petted.
further trouble Is
The
cause of the Mrile was the n n:sal
of tlu demand
e men fee
the
'ami' pay for einlr :. mrs as ti,. ..' f.
r.ccived for 'mi hours.

t
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;
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Bill Gets

Along Some.

OF DELEGATES IS ALLISON COMPROMISE

GOES

Disastrous Floods Reported to

St. Petersburg, May 8. The danger
of a conflict between the government
and parliament-lgreatly increased by
what happened during the last twenty-four
hours. The good Impression
produced by the official instructions
that the government desired to work
in harmony with the parliament which
wad accepted In good faith has largely
bee-dissipated and In its place the
old feeling of mistrust has beta revived.
Liberals are dumbfounded In view
assurances on the
of the
subject, by the unexpected promulgation, late last night, of the obnoxious
fundimental law in a slightly modified
form.
This law Includes exempting
crown lands from taxation, and reserves the power of amnesty for political prisoners to the emperor.
The. indignation aroused by the emperor's attempt to build an artificial
dyke around the prerogatives of the
crown has been intensified by the astounding aotlon of the police last night
in dispersing a meeting of omo members of the lower and upper house of
parliament at tho hnll of the Economical society. One of the members
hurried after midnight to the hall
where the constitutional
democrats
were holding a convention and announced the action of tho police.
An Indescribable scene of fury followed, after which Rodltcheff, a member of parliament, In an Impressive
speech, declared that the government's
appeal for confidence had again been
false, and that the people must rely
on themselves.
It was decided that
one of the first things after the assembling of parliament shall be to
mand the dismissal of the ohlef of po-

Special to Evening Citizen.
Washington, D. C, May 8 The
conferee on Joint statehood were i
session for two hours today, but no
Important results followed. It Is now
claimed that the statehood bill must
await the disposition of the railroad
rate bill; but that go soon as the ,
rate bill Bhall be out of the way, the
statehood fight will then be forced.
At the Cannon reception, last evening, your correspondent Informed the
president and the members of the
cabinet that a Roosevelt club had been
formed In Albuquerque. They congratulated the city heartily.

State Department.
From China.

al

lice.

ONE REACTIONIST THE '
LESS NOW IN KIEFF
Kieff. May 8. General Count Alexis

Pavloeh Ignatieff, formerly governor
of Kieff, was assassinated here today.
f,
Count Ignatieff was with General
Instigator of a conspiracy to induce Emperor Nicholas to withdraw
the proposed parliamentary
reforms
and return to absolutlonlsm.
Tro-pof-

ELKS ARRANGING
FOR DENVER TRIP

bbxik-keepln-

book-keepe-

Washin-

Dispersed by Police-Ignati- eff
Is Assassinated in the
Streets of Kieff.

seml-otficl-

PREMATURE EXPLOSION

GEORGE F. POWERS AND
ANNA
HORN
MARRIED
MORNING.

gton-Rate

Russian Fury.

Bomb Explosion Leads to
the Arrest of Striking
Carpenter in Paris.

POWERS-HOR-

RATE BILL

New Rescript of Emperor Is Last Word From

Throat by Adversary's Teeth
IS

MUST AWAIT

TO BE FARCE

Nedjin Eddin Bey Caught

AND

STATEHOOD

OF PARLIAMENT

HELPLESS MAN

In

PROOF

-

SENATE IS MAKING SOME
PROGRESS ON RATE BILL
Washington, D. C, May 8. The
conferences in the senate yesterday,
which resulted In a positive agreement on six propositions to be incorporated In the Allison amendment to
the railroad bill, were ratified today
by additional conferences between the
senate leaders representing all the
republican factions.
Under the first and secoad clauses
of the agreement the rate making section of the bill will authorize the
commerce commission to determine what will be tho just and reasonable rate to be charged. The third
clause is the original Allison amendment, and Blmpl yconfors Jurisdiction
on circuit courts to hear suits against'
the commission. The fourth, fifth and
sixth clauses place certain restrictions
upon the granting of injunctions, and
provide for appeal from such order directly to the supreme court.
Elkint Amendment Considered.
The
discussion of the Elkins
amendment to the railway rate bill
was resumed In the senate today. ThU
amendment proposes to prevent Interstate carriers from owning and oper
atlng coal mines and from deulintr id1- -'
commodities which they transport.
Waiting for Morgan's Recovery.
The senate committee on the Isthmian canal adjourned today pending
the recovery from indisposition ol
Senator Morgan.
Must Wait Their Turn.
Senator Culberson today presented
the Allison amendments to the railway rate bill. They will be printed
and laid over until they are reached in
reguar order.

STATE DEPARTMENT HEARS
OF FLOODS IN CHINA
Washington, D. C, May 8 The
today received the followIast night at the office of Attlrney ing cablegram from the American
Felix lster, the special committee consul at llankau, China: There is an
looking after tho trip of tho Elks to Immense flood In the Hunan province.
the Denver convention, met and trans- Great loss to life and property i3 reacted considerable business.
ported. All foreigners safe.
A drawing of a handsome badge to
be worn by the local K!l;s, was sub- OLD BOARD OUT
mitted to the committeo by A. W.
Cavanaugh, ajid tho design adopted,
NEW BOARD IN
Mr. Cavanaugh being Instructed to
get in communication
with badge NEW
MEMBERS OF THE E0ARD '
makers at irnce and ascertain
the OF EDUCATION
SWORN IN AT
cost per badgn.
LAST NIGHT'S MEETING.
Mr. Cavanaugh, who has just returned from a business trip to the
At last night's meeting of Cue Isxird
western towns In Arizona and in .'f education, tho old school
souther
New Mexico, stated to the after transacting a bit of routineooani.
busimembers that he was confident a ness, was ushered out of existence,
number of IClks from Winslow, Flag- and tho new board sworn iu.
staff, Williams an.P other western
Bills for the past month were altowns, and from Silver City and Dom- lowed
and ordered paid. The report
ing, and even Kl Paso on the south of
the finance comrndtte showed a
would Join t'lie Albuquerque Elks In balance of $10,000
on hand. A vote
making tho trip. lie al- - referred to of thanka was extended
to O lonel
tho fact that las Vegas and Tlaton 10 ipkins
for the good work he 'had
who
had some Klks
had signi- done the ast year as president of
fied their desire to accompany
the
Irfxml.
Albuquerque antlers to the convention thoThe
loard then adjourned, and
thereby swelling tho list from lliis County old
Clrrk A. E. Walker gwor in
territory of those who will go to the tho new board, which Is composed of
in
convention and participate
the Messrs. Hopkins, I.uthy, Washburn,
grand parade.
Strong, Kice, Marion, Conley and
assome
discussion
Alter
to the
proper met hi d to Interest t !: so out- Craig.
resiColonel Hopkins was elected
side Fllis to join fho Albuquerque dent
Hie board At the ensuing
delegation, and nil go from here in year, of
J. F. I.uthy, vico president, and
ono grand body, picking up the Ias
Chnrli s White, secretary.
Veaas and Itaton Klks en route, It
The bond of tho treasurer in tlia
was finally moved that lettepi b: writ-l(i- i sum
f $:'(J.Oot) was received and
to the towns named, ext.nding an
as to the sufficiency of the
Invitt'tlon to outside
Elks to Join amount, the form of the bond being
bands here, and with U . request referred ti( the finance committee for
that names of those going
sent in approval.
as H on as Ks.siblo.
A meiting of the new
beard is
Just befor.i' adjoiii'iiiui in b was culled for Thursday
night, tr which
moved and seconded that. Tie committime several matters of lm".ir; ance
tee appear before the city council, are
tt
Lt considered and discuss. 1.
then in
Mid reqif ' that an
Th.- cily schools will close tlie IVh,
appropriation lie made to :Vdo the of this month and t'lie board ev.octs
K!ks to take along with ti. m on the
rather busy session at i s
trip a brass band to bad 'be Albu- ameeting.
querque Klks' marching c' ib in the
parade. At the council, .'r. Cavan-- !
augh presented the cap in a few BENEFIT DANCE
words, to tlie members, r ;d on mv
THURSDAY EVENING
tioii the request was tvf pi I tf. the
finance committee.
Thursday evening, May '10, at the
Casino, at Traction 1'ark, a ber.-ti- t
TOUCHED FORDIA
dance will be given, the proceeds
MOND PIN AT BELEN to bo turntd over a the Mcintosh
Hrowns for the purpose of defraying
Alloiney T. X. Wilkeis ti returned expenses Incurred. Tlie Casino oribis morning In. in l.os l.e un, where chestra will furnish tho music, and a
patrons Is assured,
jest, nlay he appeared b I. ie a jusiico large number ofdespite
their inaldllty
court iu prosecution of I i i Chaves as the Browns,
.lo.s jdiiue. who to win a.s many games as they should,
and a won. in ip'.nr-Were charged by .lie
a are popular, and have many friends
bricklaw-rwith "touching" him for who will selzo this op pom unity of asa diamond pin.
Etch of the defend- sisting tho team.
ants w. re bound over to the grand
STANDARD OIL WILL BE
jtirv under $l.iino loud.
PROSECUTED IN OHIO
Tli" alb i'e 'licit look place in the
Columbus, Ohio, May ti. Assistant
(!ic i' Adeii chaves at Helen.
Attorney General Miller oday tald
St. Louis Wool,
In)
will
that criminal proceedings
,
S'.. I.ouis, Mu., May 8.
V il liuir-ktbrought against the officials of thtj
sieudy and unchanged.
Stanard Oil in Ohio.
THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE HELD
IMPORTANT
NIGHT.

MEETING

LAST
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-
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EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

PACE TWO.
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DESTROYER
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YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, wt can seevtt tt for yog by a small
want a d. in The Evening Citizen. It only costs
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JUDC1E McKENNA.
rittsburp, I'd., Mav 8. Friends of
Judce Charles F. .McKenna or the
feler-Jcourt if I'orto Rico, feel con-fTit that h(. v. Ill he ablo to completely c!,.ir hitiiM lf of t.o charges
of sr;i't!tig ui.ide hy the liar assocla-tiot- i
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NEW RUBBER PLANT
RIO CRANDh
BENJAMIN F. SPENCER OF DENVER MAKES LUCKY DISCOVERY
IN NEW MEXICO.

barher, $15
Las Cruces,

177,

M.

city for a lew days attending to
ueeH matters relative to the introduction of a product which ho claims an
excellent substitute for rubber, and
which he confidently believes will revolutionise the rubber industry, says
the Oirtk.
be
On September 23, l'M'2, while
was picking around Golden, N. M.,
he accidentally overturned iiis lunch
basket, coufaiuing a supply of drinking water. That part of the territory
being ex'remely ;irid th" prospector
now deprived of v. lia. water ht bad
brought with bun and becoming thoroughly thirsty heav searching for
what is Knovsu as the Oregon grapelm:t has a
fruit. The Oregon
purple
and
and a red
when chewed slakes the thirst. Mr.
Spencer searched high and low but
could not fiud any of the thirst

Cm-cag-

PHARMACY

Rroad wav.
SALE

$8

FOR SALE
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Col-leg-

f

United States Court Commissioner,
West Silver avenue. Will attend
to matters before thp land office
CIVIL ENGINEER.

Thos. K. D. Maddison,
Office with W. B. Childers. 117
C,o,j avenue.
VETERNINARIAN.

W

vtt

FRANK McKEE
FROST
IL F. BAYNOLDS

K. A.

t rarticulars.

CARRIER'S
VAIL
CO'LD NOT
MA. L TO EE EE NT
FORD RIVER
VIA ESPANOLA.
Ne.'.
Ft
to the Santa
E'lubiido and dated M;:y
.Mexican,
7.
:
tae foii iv:i:g to :' ,:'ioilt
waters in the Hi- (ir.md:
The liver is very .high at this, point
the
and uorih d' !n re and
line. O'1- ing to tr.e s.voili :i cont,f
norm
Rio
of
Grande,
dition
the
here, a number of nt.ir route Mail carriers from Kincoiiada and other
were unable
.in tin' e.i-- t
today to fi.rd the
an ib l.i'r the
mails to ',.. m a.
oi the !h tner
T t. is ia:l wi:
J'.io ('1 ..:nle railri.a !
s. 1.1 by tie- way
f
likely !
or Ties t tl ;t - iicu 'r :iv. At
tl.vse
tlie s;ar i;i'.i,t. i'..:il
in- louii
wi.! be iib'e to ro-.itr l.i t vs t n liiiilmdo and i:...iiio.a
is not as appaicut as north nf this
point. It. is I,, iievt'd that the water in
the river will reach its highest stage
by May 20.
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8. DEPOSITORY.

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

$500,0004
$250,000.00

6anta Fo Railway Company

&

YOUR ACCOUNT

IS WELCOME

AT THE

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

We want your banking business, whether your account be large
or small, and offer in return fcr same every attention and business
courtesy, the account will warrant. We take every precaution to
guard the Interests or our depositors. Our bank is equipped with
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
'o its eare receives the PERSONAL attention of one of Its officers.

Money to Loan
Organs,

Horsea
Pianos.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REV
CEIPTS, as low us $10.00 and as high
DIRECTORS.
as $200.00. Loans are aulckly made
A.
I.
A.
DYE.
WM.
O.
RON.
MAR
WEINMAN.
J.
N.
FARR.
One
Time:
and strictly private.
" nU
D. H. CARNS.
K. A. MI ERA.
F. H. STRONG.
month to one year given. Goods re0
B.
1IUBBS.
J.
HERNDON.
JAY A.
main In your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us beOOOOOOOOO OOCXXD OO
fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
"AO-i'OO'O-O'OSteamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
ESTABLI8HKD 1171
"OLD RKLIABLE"
Rooms 8 and 4, Graut Bldg.
S15 West Railroad Ate.
4
Lm Bm
0
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

0XCOOOOOX3000

00'0'0'0'''-PUTNEY

I

GROCERY
AND MEAT MARKET
FOR SALE.

"

"Generally

debilitated

for

years.

Had sick headaches, lacked ambition,
Burwas worn-oand all
dock Blood Bitters made me a weil
woman." Mrs. Chas. Frettoy, Moosup,
Conn.
run-dow- n.

ut

OFHCIALMATTERS

postmasters Appointed.
Caroline F. Vorwerk has been appointed postmaster at Hondo, Lincoln county. The postolllce has been
removed to a point half a mile west
of its former location.
has been
Andres do
pointcd postmaster at Guijc, Rio At
ill. a county, aud Emma Martinez of
Wagon Mound, .Mora county.

S07

Aj

S " h Edith street
Office, 424 North Sivoitd street.
I'h'
s Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35. Ft HI (; U.EAll kinds ef houseuold
Residence 'phone, Auto., 747.
fur b'lie, 501 South Fourth street.
Postoffice Established.
FOit SALE All lots 111 Coionada
CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER.
I'ji.ui the recommendation .f Deie-ga300
McSpadden,
'1'.
South
Place.
L.
has
V. H. Andrew, a station
A. L. Morgan.
Broadany.
at Gcngue, Hio Arestablished
'.ecu
The INDEPENDENT CO NT R AC i'(ik
ut
l.i; Fr s'u Ji rsey
c'.mnfy, three miles wvet of ChaTOR AND BUILDER. Estimates are
Ei
and
five
nha!f juiDvs riba
in ita.
cheerfully furnished; job work solicI,
sen
f
ited. Automatic 'phone, 724; shop at
Mounted Police Appointments.
1.1:
Suiall stoidtmereliandi.se
nil North Second street. Albuquer- FOR a bargain.
Governor Hagermaa announced the
T. L. McSpadden, 800
it
que, N. M.
appointment of John M. Collier of
So'i'h
of
U.lv-Go- od
business pioierty Silver City and Robert, M. Burch
ioi:
WILLING HELPERS.
t w
avenue, Iis Cruces, as privates in the terriRailroad
on
West
What's the use of a helper. If
torial mounted police force. Their
l!.
at Freucli Bakery.
hp ;sn't willing? Willingness !
commissions date May 1st and 3d regood
aliA
busl
Fill
'IRADE
OK
?1.E
m am;de mantle which will
spectively. ;
McT.
iu- L.
property.
city
ne-servcover all the sins of
Broalwav.
cf
South
.loo
Appointment of Superintendent
But a classified advertiseice.
hanuaoiue 11 intuiau
Schools of Luna County.
ment iu The Evening Citizen is a
willing helper that Is not only
Governor Hagerman has appointed
fire condition and almost
bargain.
to be superFor port leu- - A. E. Temke of
a
absolutely competent, but also Is
It works all
a willing worker.
;t t'liS OffiPP.
intendent of public schools of Luna
the best
l'i ;;
the time for you. It
good Ht county, vice professor V. Francis Duff
u.iv-- A
dl'lU
and most economical publicity In
T. I.. McSpml- - deceased. The appointee is a well
n snap.
' known
and respected citizens of the
thf world.
South Br. ad way.
,.f i.iia.i. an attorney hy procounty
r' 4
i 6 d i
'yeiTin'.K OR TRADE Ale
was the repildican candfession
and
mum
h.ie
n mines?
A Mountain of Gold
for menibi r of the council from
idal'
Talk
wicU
dea's
good
could not hrip- - as much happiness to
the S'hoestring disiiict in November
'
'. McSpa'l'leii, I'.t'u ti. Rrcad- - 1HUI campaign. He was strongly recMrs. Lucia Wilke. of Car dine. Wis.,
Ar-j
:.s did one 25c box of Bucklen's
ommended by the republican organ' ' ; - At
a s.icritice, lot c n ization of I. una cou.ity and bv 1. adin-- '
cur'd.
nil a S..lve, when it completely
.
- ... 1. ..1. 1.
net, one block nl Railroad citizens and property owners.
a running sere on ner
on monthly pa no nts of
tortured her 23 long years. Greatest
t'o-212 West
A Cl'lzen want ad will get the buslN. Peach
antiseptic luviN-- of Plies, Wounds,
i' i'liue.
liens. Try ooe.
and Sons. 25c at all druggists.
111

v

t

M.

A FONDNESS FOR WATER.
is an iuborn tract with civilized man
especially is it commendable when
coupled with a fondness for cleanliness. Modern plumbing now offers

conveyancing.

and

work

ALBUQUERUE, N.

RA1LI DAD AVENUE

PORTERFI ELD COMPANY.
10 West Gold Avenuo.
Notarial

Flour, Grain and Provisions

FARM AND FREIGHT- - WAGONS

PROPOSITION.

PAYING

GROCER

Carries the Largest snd Most Exclusive Stock or Staple Grocert
In the Southwest.

Building for sale or rent.
A

WHOLESALE

a

goods.

FE

President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

M. W. FLOURNOY

On Furniture,

FOR SALE.

IE Household

FOR

Dr. F, L. Schneider.

Officers and Director.
JOSHUA S. RATNOLD9

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

or

J. R. Farwell,
Room 23, N. T Armljo Bulldlnc.
NOTARY PUBLIC.

SANTA

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

LOST.

Moore.
FOR KENT Nice furnished rooms,
with electric lights and hath, for
light h iisekeeping and ulevping
Inquire at. corner of
nurri'-- . s
Railroad avenue and Fourth street.
O'er hardware) store.
FOR RENT-Fclubs, parties, '..,
St. .Jehu's Guild I1.1l!,
furnished.
F r
apply to Mrs. A. A.
in!'.:,
K. ;.. Teii'ih street and TIJeras avenue.
FOR iKNT Nicely
furnished colt:i- or threo riwtr.s, with piano and
large yard, etc. Also,
i :r.i e trees;
tl,r, room flat, with piano, ready
h. as. keeping;
cheap for sum- 524 J'.hn street, east end or
Mrs. E. K. Norrin.

703

&

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

LOST Whito poodle dog; brown
eyes, curlfd tail; answers to the
name of "Tiddlewinks." Reward, if
returned to the Wiitson music
store.

RENT-OR"SA-

S. Otero,

TOPEKA

"

Hiuh-Frequen- cy

LAND MATTERS.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON,

BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
I have r.onie ranches
TO EXCHANGE
to trade for city property. T. L.
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
MeSPADDEN
The exchange man.
See him for business exchanges.
Set) South Broadway
TO EXCHANG E I 1; aTe pro'pTrty ic
Illinois,
i',,wa, Missouri, Kansas
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
Albuquerque property.
Talk wita
me. T. L. Mc3padden, 300 South
Broadway.

6--

F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett bulldlog
Albuquerque. N. M. Both 'phones.

tiarbershop

first-clas-s

a bargain. It la the best shop
In the best location, with the best
trade in the town, with the best
future of any town In the southwest. Write at once. E. D. Williams, Las Cruces, N. M.
1'UK SALE $25,000 ranca at a bargain; will take small property In
exchange. Write, wire, phone or
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303
South Broadway
FOR SALE A large mercantile business, enjoying a most excellent
trade, and controlling business for
a large scope of country; or will
in the sheep
sell half. Can enca
ami cattle business; also gristmill.
Good bargain for some cnergtlc
man with fiom $.U'()0 to $$,"00 to
invest. Call at The Citizen office

five-roo-

architec

A

SOLOMON

nt,

d

VV.

DEPOSITS

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strlcklef, V. P. and Cashier; Y.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Win. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

Two sets ot snelving,
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
counter.
counters; one thirty-foo- t
Call at F. F. Trotter's.

Fint

d--j

H.

SAYINGS

ON

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

:.

.

lienvei
ItenJamin F. Speuce:,
prosjH-ctowell
lumwn
Colo., a
n !l viKltltli h r,kiii.h,int New Mevieft
Vegas.
Mr. Spencer is iu that
in Las

tuisi- -

HIGH
NORTH OP '.MBUDD

of

liln-soi- n,

N.

-

:

J

PROSPECTOR

WANTED A
per week. Box

Railroad ueket to
or St. Ixiuis. Address, with
particulars. R. B. j., Citizen.
0
EAST RAILROAD AVE.
9 WANTED Gentlemen s second-hanNo. 515 South First street,
5 Opposite Raynolds' New Bldg. o clothing.
south of viaduct. Send address nnd
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
tOOOOOOODOWOOODOOOC
WANTED
Men's washing nnd lace
curtains to launder. Hand work;
Mrs. Luc
satisfaction guaranteed.
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
ton. 411 West Con! nvenue.
gene ral lions'-worWANTED
Man lo
Full Set of Teeth
around 'iiouse; must know hrw
$6.00
Gold Crown
U milk.
Inquire at No. 1115 North
$1.50 Up
Gold Filling
Arno street. Mrs. L. .Marrlnaa.
Painless Extracting ....50c
WANTED Position as watchman,
ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
night or day, by city resident of
years' standing.
Best of referANTEED.
ences. Leave word et Learnard &
LIndemann's.
WANTED
Good men, any number
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 120 Silver
B. F. COPP.
avenue, under Elite rooming house
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDINQ
I 'osilion,
WANT E I
by refined tnar-rlelady as stileslady, trimmer or
senmstrer-s.-'
Experienced.
Desires
woik at once. Apply to Mrs. Laura
Brown, 512 North Second street.
Phone, red 253, two rings.
Bernard S. Rodey.
ATTORN
Albuquerufl WANTED Big mail order-ho- us
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
wants local assistant as distric"
busluess pertaining to the profession
distributer, for few counties. Per
Will practice la all courts of the terripal
inane tit work. Salary, $18,
tory and befo:e the United State
weekly from homo office, nnd ex
land office.
pcr.ses. Expense money advanced
Ira M. Bona.
No investment required.
Address
A TT 0 R N E
AW.
32 F street
block
Como
Standard Company,
N. W., Washington, P. C. Pensions,
("liicaeo.
JL
.
..
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
J1
MALE HELP WANTED.
letter pnt?nts, trade marks, claims.
rt. W. U. Bryan.
exMEN Our illustrated catalogue
ATTORN
Albuquer
plains how we teach barber trade
que, N. M. Office, First National
quickly by practical experience;
Bank building.
mailed flee. Mokr Barber
Denver, C !o.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORN
Office Crcm WA N TE DG ood "men
any nil ni bcr
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranDENTISTS.
teed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 120 Silver
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
avenue, under Elite rooming house
Dental Surgeon.
Roonis 15 and 16. Grant block, over
FEMALE HELP.
the OoldeD Rule Dry Goods company. LADIES Our catalogue explains 'nv.v
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
we teach hair dressing, manicuring,
mall.
faclai massage, etc., in short dime.
D.
O.
S.
Edmund J. Alger,
Msllcd free. Mokr Barber College,
No. SOS Railroad avenue.
Office
Denver. Colo.
hours, 8:S0 a. rn., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 4U2. Ap
FOR RENT.
polntments made by mall.
FOB RENT Nicely furnished front
room; rent reasonable. 214 South
PHYSICIANS.
Walttr street.
DR. R. L. HUST,
brick
FOR RENT
Modern,
house; range and water. 737 South
NTTTArmlJo Bldg.
Office,
Edith street.
LE
Tuberculosis treated with
A tent cheap.
Electrical Current nnd Ger- FOR
Apply forenoons or evenings at 7U2
micide.
Treatments given each day
West Coal avenue.
from 8 a. in. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
in attendance.
Both 'phones.
FOR RENT Five room furnished
house; piano, bath, and all modem
Uh. VV. t. SHAOKACH,
conveniences.
reasonable.
Rent
003 Forrester Tlace.
Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
rooms
FOR RE NT Th n e
Oecullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe coas
fur housekeeping, at 302 South Seclines.
Office, 313 la
Railroad
West
ond Hreet. No invalids cr children
avenue.
desired.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to B FOB
fuF
KENT Two pleasantly
p. m-nished rooms for light housekeepUNDERTAKER.
ing; electric light; also one room
for Nidging purfHoses. Call on Mrs.
Auto "phone 31C.
Colo. Red 115.
Rutherf nl, 517 South Broadway.
A. BORDERS,
rooms, with
FOR RENT Furnished
City Undertaker.
or with ut board, at the Roosevelt
Commercial Club Building. Black
House, 2031.2 West Railroad avenue.
and white hearse, $5.
Under now management. Miss F.
rs.

Alaui'-fiordo-

ALLOWED

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

i

Arno street, has for sale, settings
of pure bred black Minorca eggs,
Rhode Island Reds, White PlymPlymouth,
outh Rocks, Barred
Brow.i Leghorns, etc. One dollar
per setting.
double-ba- r
t'OH SALE A nrst-ciasshotgun; bran new
reled,
never has been used; one of th
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
flee for particulars.
FOR SALE OK TRADE 2 rooming
houses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South

d

when accused and
before President
Kooneveit. in W.i.shlns'on. Judge
To Do Business in the Territoryhomffi is here. Is accused of accept ins $S0 from a. liti-Papers
Being Filed
gant in his court. He ndmhrcd
the money, but claims that it
was a lean, and that It had no bearing
With the Secretary.
on the decision of tho case at Issue.
Me has already tendered his resignaCOMPANY tion to t!ie resident.
VA.VN
MERCllADISE
Jud.se McKenna left Forto Rico on
April 21, for Washin-to- n,
and
on the same vessel were Iiistrict
incorfollowing
The
articles of
iMtingill, Judge llord nnd
poration lm.v; been filed in tho office Attorney Dexter, who constitute the
W.
of Territorial Secretary J.
committer of tho Har association,
ihJch jifefi. rred tho charges.
The Vann Merchandise Company.
Vann,
The incorporator.1 are Samuel
Samuel T. Vann and Florence Vann. quenching plant. However, ho came
all of Albuquerque. The capital stock acrotH a ni'it. resembling the sage-in- g
yellow with a cottony
of the company I 150 ,000, divttletl brush, b
Into 500 shares of t''.'o par value of fuzz (11 f. ;. Spi'ticer chewed it when
h, and the full amount has he found it tasteless nnd therefore
$100
time he
After a
leen paid into the treasury. The
id a spongy ball in
fomvl tli.it
jwincipal office in fixed at Albuqut-r-quw!,
mouth,
i.h and resembling
aJid &imuel Vann of that city is
Tor
re" d.ajs ho chewed
named aa agent. The term of exint-aic- rubbt-r- .
1h fifty years an J the company
this plant until lie had accumulated
is incorporated for the purple of a ball as large .is a h"ii egtr. Denver
rryinR cn. a Kener.il wholcsafe and chemists whom he had analyze the
it
sample tested ii nd
rttail nierchandlse busltesa.
similar to rubber
i:u. i:'eivive ex- p',:'.nt
lead to the
neriments with the
The Southwestern Oil Company.
The Incorporators are James A. discovery that it was u good substi
Carroll, of lileacalero Agency, W. A. tute for rubber.
Mr. Ppencer at once set about, formHawkins of Alamogordo and W.
The capital ing a company to develop his find,
of Tularosa.
but in the meantime a Deliver capitalstock cf the company Is $50,000,
Into 50,000 shares of the par ist, who had heard the gossip attendvalue of $1 each. The sum of $2,000 ing the discovery of the plant had pathas been paid into the treasury. The ented tho product as a new article of
principal oflic-- Is fixed at Alamo- commerce. Thereupon the prospector
gordo and Henry J. Anderson Is entered Into a contract with the Westnamed a aent. The term of exist- ern Patent Crude Rubber company of
ence Is fifty years and tao company Ranta Fe, N. M., and a patent for
to uuy, develop, op- the product was requested from
is incorpo'.-ateerate, or sell oil cr mineral lands and Washington. The conflict of patents
to carry on a general oil and mining for the same article led to litigation
fieht In the courts lasting
busineis cs Bpeclfled iu the articles. and after a years,
over three
the rightful owner
won the suit.
The Stockton Cattle Company.
If the product really proves a subThe incorporators are A. Claude
Stockton, Frank Stockton, laura V. stitute for rubber, there is no limit
Stockton, William C. Brannin and Lu- to the value of the discovery. It can
ther N. Johnson, all of Baton. The be obtained and treated for
capital stock of the company is ?25,-00- of the price of para rubber. Bicycle
divided into 250 shares of the tires can bo made from it, and it
valuo f $100 each. The mm oi withstands vulcanizing. Now that Mr.
lsr
$1S,200 has been, paid into tho treasr Spencer has won his fight, a factory
ury. The 'principal office Is fixed at will be established In New Mexico
Baton, and A. Claude Stockton Is and olhers will be allowed to operate
named as agent. The term of exist- under a royalty system.
years, and the
ence Is forty-nincompany is incorporated for tile pur- NARROW ESCAPE FROM
pose of laying and selling cattle,
slaughtering meat for food purposes
LOSING MIS SCALP
uid carrying on a general cattle and
meat husineftj;.
TAYLOR,
;APT.
OF
CASPAR
INTERESTKINGMAN,
TELLS
The Horseshoe Mining Company.
ING STORY.
The tnoCTporators are William B.
Liles, Henry B. Allway, Richard Ur-laA few evuings ago, Captain Caper
John Brieg 1, Andrew O'Neil,
C. Taylor was telling a party of friends
E. It! ad holm, Casslua
Hemiaji
ho had from losing
Brooks, John Cook, James Morris and cf a narrow escapemaking
a stage trip
William K. Caldwell, all of Alamo- his ecalp, while
gordo, N. M. The a pitii-- stock of lx'twoeen Rincou, N. M., and Silver
says tho Mohave County (Ariz.)
the comiwny is $l.r,0,(HiO, divided Into City,
It was in 1SS1, whn the
150.000 shares of tile par value of $1 Miner.
each. The sum of $2,000 has been bloodthirsty Apache was ravaging
prlnci-pa- l
uthern New Mexico and Arizona.
The
paid Jnto the treasury.
,
and He had missed connections by a foroffice ij fixed at
Henry W. Allway is namtd as agent. tunate accident, with tho stae, wliich
proceeded the day before, and this
The term of exiwteEce Is fifty years, stage
ambuscaded an.! the
and the company is IncoriKirated for .'river had been
cn board killed. The
all
opat'd
d"vcloplnir,
buying,
of
purpow)
the
how the
erating and S'dllni? mining properties, e.:t'ii.: J. scribed 1n detail
he was with
1.rojMcing, erecting smtlters ami heavilytheanne.1 party trip,
ex;iectiiig
uncertain
male
carrying on a mining business.
eery mumnt to hear the bloodcurdling
Company.
'is ar. kwUI) of the pois
The
Tiie Incorporators are Charles B. oned a T.cirt oi r. i.( re.,1 demons.
Allaire, Pierre A. Allaire and John Among .'us ;'riitj.s was County
.s: s. Dennis As he
Mclutyre. all of San Antonio, N. M Treasure.The capita! tr:ck of tho company is piocee in wii.h bis tile, Mr. Ikjnnis
orthe began to recognize tainiliar scenes
$50,00(1, divided into 500
eaJa. The sum of :e In vid n s, and when Capt. Taylor
1ar va!ui of $1')D paid
Into th treis- - d
ribed a b it.sl and booted mining
$15,('iKi he a
h. who was
airv. Tho principal office is fixed nt!7::.::. ..i:ne
some
is b:avi;if
i to visit
Kan Antonio ami John Mclntyro
i!:ier.'
iac.-t:. i.
ma, Mr. Ikuinls
!n Ar
The term oj xist-named a
dia.-i.av
;n;t ;e hiinx If
as
e.nco is fifty years and The
r,
c, f
of tll.1'
art y in that n. :;iord for the purios
ts titoorpor
i
ahitil
ie.
liil'li they ha
l.eell
arryir.g on a g' n ral wholesale and
in Kitigm tn for
tit irately a
merchaniline business.
cf
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every improved facility for tho full
exercise of this virtue In luxurious
baths; but it docs more, as it gives'
perfect sanitation to house drainage;
ho that the evils of sewer gas, foul
odors and other sources of disease are
done away with. But only modern,
sanitary plumbing can do this the
work done by the Standard Plumbing
and Heating Company Is the kind.
Standard Heating & Plumbing; Co.
Both 'Phones: Colo., Red 284; Automatic, 671.

.). C. BALURIDGE
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
SHER.M
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A MS

PA I NT

Covers more, looks be.--t. wears
longest, most ccouoniiacl, full
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NEW YORK NOW

FEVERISH

Debt Will Soon

Enormous

the

De

Sum

J

$700,000,000.
NEW YORK'S CHINA TOWN
.

I

Troubles

Doomed-So- me

I

Commuters-Inheritan-

PRICES

Nt-York. May S. The decision
of the court of appeals upholding the
validity of the law lodging the franchise power with the board of estimate, clears the way for niany improvements, including rapid transit.
Tho new sbuways,
have
been made to await the decision of the
court of last resort. Now 'that the
1OMsiblo adverse decision has bec-put out. of tho way, the "work of construction of the new subways, thereby
adding to the means of transportation
of jiassengers from one end of the
to
isdand to the other, is exported
Vo
fto steadily and speedily forward.
tro apt, too, to have an Independent
telephone lino, as a possible adverse
decision of the court of appeals was
the only thins that "was waited for
bofore the company was to be authorized to go ahead. The public la eager
to have many things of public utility done t the ex.px.nse of tie
and Is paying but little attention, to the rapidly growing debt. It
M calculated tiiat, if expenditures on
new measures of great utility, to be
be sure, but still very costly are to
o on at the rate they have attained
for a few years past, Mayor McClel-lan- ,
when the goes out of office, will
leave behind him
the enormous
.amount of $700,000,000 of city debt,
a load that many a nation might shudder at. and which, indeed, is not far
roin the amount, the great United
States owes. Hut the fever of
has seized upon tile people of New York City, and they' will
away until they get
keep
what they want. The board of estimate has now become the most powerful body under the city government,
it. even .having directing
authority
vr the Rapid Transit commission itself.

OFFICE:

Does he know that the United
States Agricultural Department
has discovered over 200 different
kinds of bacteria that develop in
milk?
Has he the knowledge
and the facilities to apply heat
and cold to prevent bacteria
from appearing?
respond! 1ff
Your grocer j
'
milkman because he has

Carnation
(Sterilued)

'bought lessly had their beards or
some
moustaches removed, while
clean shaven or.es raised beards.
This greatly puzzled thf conductors,
and they were on the point, in many
instances, of collecting full fare of
Now ihe imthe helple.-- s fellows.
perious regulation is out, that when
tho crimmuter changes his Uard, or
has his moustache changed to a new
style, or raises a beard, he must
notify the company, so that the conductor may be fclven instructions as
to the changes of countenances. The
commuter thinks he. has troubles
enough with the photographer without troubling himself with the conductors.

OF INSURANCE
COMPANIES OVER FIRE.
New York, as well as other parts
of the country, will feel the effects
of San Francisco's big fire loss, most
probably, more than in any other
way. The insurance companies have
lost such an Immense sum by. the
fires that followed the quaking of the
earth, that they foel that they should
recoup themselves.
So they have
already indicated that they will Talse
tho rates to much larger figures in
New York City, and indeed, in the
congested portions of all other cities.
They don't think they get enough
money, and they think that thtir receipts should bear a better comparison to their payments for insurance
in such events as the great earthquake. They have to count in the
enormous lossess in the city on the
Pacific const to determine what rates
must be made to gather In enough resources to cnaMo them to pay their
way.
They have to average both
sldta cf the problem. Such a disaster, happily, comes very seldom, but
itj had to be reckoned with by the insurance companies. As the buildings
burn down by tho hundreds, the Insurance companies must gather in
money by the thousands in onb r that
tthose who l.nsed their security upon
s
the promises of the insurance
may not be disappointed. The
racing of San Frar.cisro must of necessity elevate the insurance rates in
everv direct I n.

CARNEGIE IS THE ONLY
MILLIONAIRE FAVORING.
Mr. Roosevelt's
views on great
estates have omited a big stir among
tho citizens or all political Wllefs, but
among the republicans,
csiMxially
who, being of the political faith of
their president, feel that in some
sense they are nude responsible for
While there is conhis utterances.
siderable discussion on the topic, and
views are changing from the old time
views, yet few like to say anything,
except confidentially, on the subject.
Yet ho has a warm admirer for his
views in Andrew Carnegie, whose
estate would naturally come under the
optrat'on of President Hoosevelt s
law, if be got one to represent his

coni-Ianie-

views.

Mr.

Cam--

tie

is

an

old advo-

cate of graduated taxes on preat
estates. Fifteen years ago the great
Iron master wrote articles for a Philadelphia newspaper on the subject
that Is now b lug agitated again. In
1SMI he advocated the taxation of rich
estates heavily at death, and ho said
last week tl'.at he has seen no reason
to change his views. Paragraphs in
bis writings refer to the action of the
ltritish parliam tit in fixing a graduated tax upon the estates of tho rich.
Of all forms of taxation, that Mr. Carnegie considers the wisest. He thinks
that men who continue hoarding grea'
lives, the proper use of
sums till th.-iwork
which for public ends would
i'oo- to tli community from which it
ebb f'.v came should be mule to feel
th..t the ct'.mtr.iinit v. in the form of
Ihe s'ate. cannot thus be d. priv.-- of
taxing
i's pr.pir share.
niarkH iis
heavily at .bath, lb.-- '
condemnation of the selfish millionaire's unworthy lite. Then Mr.
thai It is desirable
that nations should go much further
Indeed, in his
in ibis direction.
opinien. it w as dif... u'.t to set hound-ttin share of a rich man's estate
which should go t3 the put. lie, through
the agency of tbe s'a'e, at his death,
and by all means, Mr. Carnegie contends, such taxes should In- graduated
beginning tit nothing upon mod.ra'e
sums to de::eiiden!s, ;uul increasing
iarld!y as tie .amounts ,well, "the
ether half" comes to the prlvv oof- -

YORK.

The earthquake has worked an improvement for New York, as well its
for San Francisco. As the latter will
abolish its Chinatown, ho New York
ill swet p its nuisance away. A park
will drive the Chinese from
their
haunts, end they will be scattered
ut the city, while t'le authorities
a ill look sharp to de'ect any tendency
:o concentrate
the Chinese hahita- ;ei:s In any one locality. New York
i, is no Chinese c. liars a hundred feet
U said to
'.'wi, as Fnn Fianei.,.-,.re bad. but she lias a bad. a very
!.a 1. community of Chinamen, who
iene all the bad 'tabits that
all the world.
Chiuanieii
Ti:e m w ark will clear ii) i'ell und
liers s' reels, and will ci daylight
in all Chinatown, so that, the Chinese
will no longer be segregated, but will
became a petsonality, und the authorities can take him in de'ail, ati.l will
li.tve in. ans of catcliing t lie right
linaman. as he will not be
d and pio'ectcd by active
'A

.

r

.e

"

Car-neg'-

o

sur-roi.r.-

COMMUTERS HEDGED

-

ABOUT WITH EXACTIONS.
lYnn Ivanla railroad,

cli.'inrir Inii'- - tunmls, build-- i
stations, and borrowlns;
ii j orcat
t. e s'ate. Such a policy, tie
t'n.nev heavily, has taken the111 hirsute f,.,
order argue l. would work powerfully t in- Us I'.l' "Ol S
:.li(.I !l'llle!l-n
i.ng i.ieir
HCe the lie', mat! to joti-llI" t'.lPprevi at Its e .mn..:. r
e'miii'rt' ration of wial h dur.ng his
'lek.ts to tfietli! ut'.en u tllev hive
' ommir er life.
m s; .if em
t r
ni
s

j

'.

.

shaven, while
and still others
r. a a m nis'acht

;.:io:o:-ia:-

OLD TIM

ii'itieati. n. Now
Andrew Ciimegie visit.Ml Kenyon
r . are b .in
have beards, colli ce the other day. Through some
the Ivoys ftrled to tie' him
coiem themselves eversitht.
Some of them to : l.e railroad track.
r.--

Secretary

the affairs. It ha been suggested
that arrangements be made to have
the Sisters of Mercy or some like organization undertake the care of the
hospital and the work In connection,
a
and Bteps will be taken immediately
by the hospital
board to tills end.
Raton will lie glad to have the hosnot. a mark hor lrulse upon his body, pital opened under competent manCARPENTER AT ESTANCIA
FALLS AND BREAKS LIMB. so It la very unlikely that tie was agement, and our business men will
John. Ijee, a carpenter,
who has killed by a train. The remains were aid in every possible way to place the
PUGET SOUND PRACTICALLY UNDEFENDED
FROM
been employed at. Kstaucia for a few removed to Chapelle and an inquest establishment on a sound basis,
ATTACK
BY
HOSTILE FLEET
CHESAPEAKE
wTeeks, had tho misfortune to fall and was held by tho local Justice of the
BAY MIGHT
BE FORCED
AND GREAT CITIES IMPERILED.
Farmers.mechanlcs, railroaders, labreak a Limb, while walking around In peace, but the verdict has not been
the dark, pays the News. The doctor learned. His remains were buried at borers rely on Dr. Thomas' Electric
has reduced the faeture and the; pa-- ! tht place, as ho had no money, and Oil. Takes the sting out of cuts, burns
no one took sufficient interest in him or bruises at once. Pain cannot stay
Lieut Is resting well.
to have him brought back to this where It is used.
"Fogi are very prevalent In Ptiget Sound, and a bold, ent
city.
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
prising naval commander might bo willing to take the risk of run- WOMAN AND CHILD
Ho had been drinking quite heavily
STORE BURGLARIZED.
nlng the entrance at, times when slilps could not the seen from tho V
HAVE DISAPPEARED.
The general merchandise store of In this city Friday and was se'nhere
Mrs. Allie Huffman, cf NortJh, Secbatteries." Koirt of the National Defense Board.
V
night.
Juan C. Jaramillo at Torreon was en- late that
Tie supination is ond street, and her little daughter,
tered the other night, about 9 o'clock, that he started to walk to California have disappeared very mysteriously,
J
and about J70 in ca-s- h
taken from in his Intoxicated condition, and be- and her family is very uneasy about
By Gllson Gardner,
without coming under the fire of
the cash drawer. Tho thief gained coming exhausted, laid down beside them, siays the' Raton llange.
Mrs.
single gain, a base on its shore, paes
entrance through a window, and made the track and expired from natural Huffman, who is a daughter of Mrs. Special Correspondence:
In and out at pleasure, have aecesu
way with his booty without being causes.
Washington,
Con8.
D.
May
C.
Dick Curtis, secured a divorce at the gress
largo quantities of supplies of all
to
heard or seen. No clue remains for
just
the
hns
informed
leen
that
last term of court and immediately
kinds and paralyze the gmvt trunk:
TWO MINERS BADLY
system
the oEcer.si to work on.
of
whole
coast
defenses
of
the
away,
taking her little daughter
went
of
o
i.i United States is out of date, and that railway lines crossing the head
nuni i uuLutn. 01, l,,,- - ., .1
.News has come f mm Golden tnat bal
LEFT CLAYTON, FAILING
the safety of the nation requires the the bay."
h
moth
witn
miners employed by the Gold
Manila Honolulu and Saa Juan
TO PAY HIS BILLS. tw
immediate expenditure of $50,879,393
likewise are reported to be without
John Maybery very suddenly depart- llullion Mining company were so- for new guns, torpedoes and forts.
nans
Ml.sou
Frtunat
ed Saturday night, wlnre.by several of verely hurt last' Thursday while at
f tho adequate protection.
Tho vast railway systems
at Livonia, northwest
our business men are lamenting, says work. One man had his sfioulder M- W hen I was a druggist,
When the present system of coat
are said to bo threatened
Dwyer,
writes
T.
now
J.
of
by tPae exposed condition of Puget defense was planned In the 'SO'e, It
the Knterprise. Maybery came to crushed by a piece or machinery fall- - (raysvlllo. Mo.,
my
"three
of
Clayton abo'it two months ago and Ins upon him. and another man fell
Sound and Seattle. It is said to be of was considered unneocessary to spend
wre permanently cured of the
wa conducting a aj;ery. During his
a derrick and struck a crowbar
highest importance, strategically any money at Pugot Sound.
Now
consumption
by
Kings
New
Dr.
was standing
upright. This
short, s' ay here he t ndeared Hiimself that
and commercially, that a second lm the National Coafct Iefene Board rewell
strong
today,
are
and
"'very,
and
his body. Inflicting injuries
to our citizens t : the extent of about
of gun defense be constructed at once ports:
which arc believed will prove fatal. (no was trying to sell his property on the Sound, .extending from
$g"l.
"Theso wafers have locome of the
using
a'"1
Arizona,
but
after
niove to
The namts of tho two men injured
Bluff to Double Bluff. 17 greatest strategic and commercial
New Discovery a short time he found
could not be ascertained.
outer
entrance.
THE LUTZ FAMILY TO
miles
from
the
imjmrtanee, due to the completion in
I regard Dr.
it unnecessary to do
VISIT IN GERMANY.
Chesapeake Bay is also re;ioi1ed to the extreme northwest of great railKing's New Discovery as the most
Henry Lutz. wife and three chil- SELLING LAND ON
This means way systems, the rapid development
In
existence." be quite undefended.
LAS VEGAS GRANT. wonderful medicine
dren, will leave Uoswell for New
of commercial, agricultural and mani
"'
o il euro ond
surest. ItotlglL oiifl
i
'"
v
Vork from which jiort they will sail
to attack the important ship ufacturing interests and the establishler. Ouarantewl
a"J
for the fatherland.
Mrs. I,u'z and the grart tKwrd yeterHv It was agued Tt",llt druggists
and ment of a navy yard containing the
fjOe and it
l
Trial yards at. Hampton Itoads,
, Norfolkri,t
children will remain in Germany, for to sell to W. II. Comstock and asso- only dock on the Pacific coast with
y- ""
"
K in
Acres of lan.l fnr IHIl OOLUCS iree.
three years, the children being placed elates
on Washington, Baltimore and New the capacity of a battleship."
e nsent of W. A
in school at Munich.
Mr. Lutz will per acre, with the
"The entrance is four miles wide,
York. Secretary Taft rejiorts on the
.
.
e
nB IFCTS Til FWTrCTllMUCMTQ
return here next. October to look r
the .p lal Imard re and s deep that it cannot bo success'
AND THE LIKE u,"r"
his ranch Interests in lincoln the board for mlonlzln. th -- rant.
appointed to Inquire Into this fully mined, therefore, defense by the
Tho land Is located alout eight or ten! The pay roll of tho teachers in the cently
county.
army must, be confined solely to guns,
miles east of that city. The purchas- - Santa ltosn public school Is some- - matter:
"With the en'rance as' It is now. which should be increased In numlier
per
thing
school
$300
The
ers
month.
like
have
agreed
expend
$1,000
to
in
FIND MAN DEAD
unfortitied, a hostile fleet, should It to compensate for the lack of mine
NEAR CHAPELLE. Improvements on the land In the year here has wo far been eight train control of the sea, can establish,! defense."
Kosti Sun.
A man, Ik llevcd to be J. C. Jones, shape of wells, fences and buildings, months, says the Santa
fiini iiix rs found on his person, was A n solution was passed by the board Virtually one month has been given
found dead alongside the railroad to the effect that no more land will up hy a majority of the teachers to W. R. CAMPBELL OF WINSLOW
TORRANCE COUNTY
track a; Chanello. San Miguel countv. bo sold on the grant imtll further no- - preparations for tho entertainment
SUMMER INSTITUTE.
DIES AT SAN BERNARDINO.
or
night.
Friday
held
the
4u;t'C.
was
Saturday afternoon. He
about
County Superintendent Jjramillo of
Once again death has taken away
pupils school year, very valuable and
years of ago and an American.
Torrance county lias secured th; serprecious time, and toward $300 ex- - one of tho piononrs of Arizona, says vices of Prof. Edmund J. Vert of the
It Is not known how he met his BURROS BEING SHIPPED
'penso
to
school
district
for
the
the
TO
YORK
they
Mail.
by
NEW
one
One
death, but the supposition is ho fell
the Winslow
Normal college at Ias Vegas, as contime.
The entertainment go the road that at some time we ductor of the Torrance
Reyes Pradilla, who has boon
county Instioff u train and was run over. He is
high
In
pupils
time
and
ployed
store
A.
tho
curio
at
of
F'came
believed to be from Ias Yegaa, or
all have to travel. This time it is tute, tills eummer, says the Kstancia
money
really
payers
Is
and
unless
it
Ke
Saturday
left
InSanta
was there recently, as the clothing he
W. H. Campbell, whose demise occur- News. Mr. Vert Is an
wore bore the label of. a I. as Vegas evening for New Y rk city In charge beneficial In an educational way, then red at 4 o'clock, Thursday morning, structor and keeps himself posted on
of forty burros, which were bought, time and money is not Judiciously ex-i- at San Bnnardino, Cal. Mr. Canii-be- all things modern in the school room,
firm.
that city by an agent of eastern Ponded.
had been In Needles, for some so that we are to l congratulated
people. The burros will be used in
TWO TRAGIC DEATHS
months, but had gone to the 'hospital on having him In charge of our inDeaths from Appendicitis
REPORTED AT SAN ANTONIO. different parks of the metropolis as deer, ase
The exact date
iu the same ratio that the at San Bernardino, where he died, stitute this year.
Word comes from San Antonio that pleasure boas' s. A number were
Life Pills In death having Imu caused by a cancer will lie announced shortly. All teacha man, whose name is not given, was 'taken last year und proved one of the use of Dr. King's New
They savo you from danger of th" stomach. Dr. Hathaway went ers In the county and all those
crushed to death, tin? day this week, mast impular attractions with the lit creases.
teaching should make
painless release from Winslow t. bring the remains.
bring quick
under a boiler that he was hauling tle folks, so this s uson the number and c uistlpatlon and
to attend the two weeks'
and the ills grow - which arrived on No. 8, Saturday, aiwl
from
to the coal mines at Carthage, says baa b. en increased.
it).' ut of it. Strength and vigor al - the funeral was conducted from the session, as this is one of the qualinephew,!
the Socorro Chieftain. Ills
way- - follow their
use. Guaranteed oxra house by Winslow l lge. No. fications necessary in order to s",.ure
Kavmundo Armijo, watched beside the KNOWS THAT WHEELS
a teach, r's cert ifiea'.e.
B. J'. (). lilts.
bv all druitg'sts. ZT,c. Try them.
WORK BACKWARD,
corpse the following i:i !it,
tn the!
John Robert W.il erg Toiiner was
morning, some tine- - af'er bis return
home, l.e was found shot through the brought to the ins ir.e asylum from
body and through the head. 'the bullet Prescott, says the i'l'iiix Gazette,
Tonner Is insane ,n.d knows It. F ,r
inflicting the latter wound having entered under the chin and iiss- - np-- i n'ny months be 1: ,. felt the afflic- coming n 1. it''. Hay after day,
ward. There
the ;'
m a pistol
watcbrd with
corpse, and the theory or suicide is Hep by step, he
wild terror the n
'al eclipse : f Ids
gen. rally accepted In San Antonio.
blood-makin- g
Rich, tissue-forminf- r,
a Dane, anil came
intellect. Tonni
H LLSBORO
to this country
REALLY
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properties will be found in
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last,
While
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itle. .Is a iK.'el. and that Inf
wits' cray but can't 1.
I'iself. Tonner
ma le that a nev.
hot.
woull be is n t quarrcls'it
strange to
ihe Advocate. If there is say. does not
liuve any su-iIu:.'. sa-any on- - liiliig th:u
il!shor.
needs Icldal iiiclin it n
only jit
1
is a g nl hotel, and that v. rv Uelly. times that, be 1...
rational enough
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DIES NEAR TRACK
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Hops. More
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of
and
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.1: consummated
Plans
now
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of for 'he
potent than drugs and is harmless to the
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Financial Affairs

la speaking of the "fresh wave of llciulilat ion, of almost cyclonic proportion, which struck Wall street lust
week," Henry Clews says:
"It Is perhaps not sufficiently renllz-- il how gnat the
decline in stocks has been. Since the high prices of 10m;.
many of tho active shares have declined from 30 to 8n
amounting to
point. This Is a tremendous shri.il-rweoprobably $1,000,000,000. That Mich a contraction could
take place without involving a single failure worth noting is remarkable testimony of the inherent htretigih of
our financial situation."
"Had it not been for the large demands of San Francisco upon an already overtaxed money market no such
enforced decline would have been possible. Fortunately,
we wero able to secure material assistance from abroad
ami thus militate the force of the blow. Some $C0,'):i0.- 000 of money has been remitted to San Francisco and
over $40,000,000 of gold has been ordered from Europe,
being made immediately available through Secretary
Shaw's leniency in deposit in;,-- treasury gold in return for
bonds as collateral."
Mr. Clews says, further, that speculation, in real estate Is still going on at a threatening pace, which cannot
be maintained; that many commodities, especially those
in the metallic industries, are too high for stability: that
prices all around, cost of living, wages, etc., are too high;
that the Standard Oil investigation was a shock, rnd the
proof of railroad collusion Is likely to stimulate the demand for government railroad regulation ail these
things lie gives as reasons why the stock market will continue unstable for some time.

TUESDAY, MAY 8,
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TELLS TRUTH

Gliftora Levy Tells

Published Dally and WMkly

CITIZEN.

EVENING

Clifton K. Levy, who is an authority on questions relating to the Jewish population of the United State, says
that, of the L.V'0,000 Jews in the United States, about one-balive in Greater New York. Kfforts are made to scatter the immigrants as they come In, who are sent to all
parts of the country by the distribution bureau, which has
Its representatives in all large centers. There are
aid societies in New York and Chicago for distributing iis many as possible upon farms and the National
Farm school, near Philadelphia, Is engaged in the laudable work of training boys for the farms.
It is estimated that there are no less than
.It wisp,
philanthropic i?istitu!ions in the UnHed S'slw, ranging
from the simple societies in the small touts thiit care for
the poor that come there, to the hospitals lik the Mount
;'(- Sinai, which xpends ?' o.nn every y.ir ant!
Jew alike.
and j.-

SUIT

..Choice Underwear..

Concerning the City Building,
and Eviction Suit Against
City Officials.

TTJNDERWEAR

lf

ATTORNEY

close to our hearts.

STATEMENT

CHILDERV

Is a hobby of ours and very

That

is why you will

find here every good sort of Lisle, Wool, Cotton
and Linen, so that every Man may find the
terial he needs. Then you will find here a variety
of all the sizes, so that

ngri-tultur- al

Inasmuch as the litigation concerning the property at the corner of Secmaond s rect and TIJeras avenue, combuilding,
city
has
monly termed the
created considerable comment among
the citizens of the city, especially
since notice to vacate the premises has
been filed against tho city oillclals,
and as the facts c ucerning the case
have never been given full and truthful publicity as yet, In the press, a
representative of The livening Citizen
most every price you will find our Undercalled upon Attorney 'W. U. Childers,
representing the plaintiff, Alfredo J.
wear better
you usually find
the same price. ,Wc
(Hero, in the litigation concerning the
a
as
city
building
occupied
hall,
and
The First in New York.
you to see our excellent Balbriggan Underwear
obtained the following statement of
Mr. lvy says that two and a half centuries hae the case, from
the beginning up to the
C. per garment. Choice thin Underwear in other good
passe since the first colony of Jews landed on Manhat- present time:
controversy
seems
to
"As
have
this
fabrics,
C. to
per garment.
tan islands, which was then known as New Amsterdam.
by the reprebeen
misunderstood
In September, 1C54, a company of twenty-thre- e
Jews sentatives of the city, and all the
reached this port and they were not well received by public statem n'. I have seen are
I will try to give you a
Fine Clothing and
Fine Clothing and
Peter Stuyvesant, the stern old Dutchman, who was then misleading, accurate
statement of the
brief and
Furnishings
Furnishings
governor of New Amsterdam, who had little sympathy tor facts. I do this because it Is a mat
Is
public
Interested.
ter in which the
these aliens in race and religion.
1
Mr. Levy 'says: "It was persecution which drove the The facts are as follyws; In 18M the
city leased the premises from PerJews from Spain and Portugal to Holland, and when they fect Armijo for a per led cf five
had settled in some of the Dutch possessions in the new years, for a stipulated rental of 7o
per month. This lease was In writworld the transfer of authority to Portugal again forced
o
ing, of course, and contain ,1 the
them out.
usual covenants in such leases. The
"The Jews at once sought the rights of citizenship, five years exi ired on July f, 1899.
Armijo h;d executed two or three
Asfttiatte
keeping guard when permitted, and trading far up the mortgage
deeds of trust on the proppuznights,
up
at
Senator Foraker must be sitting
Hudson river. One of them, Asser Levy, purchased the erty to secure the payment, of money
xling over the problem how he can most effectually and ground upon which Albany now, stands. They wt.ro
borrowed from J. A. Henry. And before,
expiration f the lease Henry
most, speedily render himself perfectly detested by the
merchants, entering at once into the f ir trade, had the
attempted to sell the property
majority of the American people.
some
net..)
while
as
bakers and butchers in the little under the power of mle in the teecis
Whether or not such be his purpose, he certainly b; metropolis."
of trust, and claimed to become the
making rapid and well defined progress in that direction.
purchaser cf it. Armijo claimed that
His recently offered amendment to the railway rate bill,
sales were void. Henry and Ar
The Numbers Increased.
tie
huge
was
a
yesterday,
was
down
which amendment
voted
Mr. Levy says further that som cf the Jewish su mijo had come together and attemptstride in tho same direction. In that amendment he tlers removed to Newport as early as ltZZ. and
X
to settle their differences and ad- 0
there is ed
V1
sought to fasten upon the bill a clause preventing the a record of fifteen families
just this indebtedness. While these
arriving
import1658,
in
A
there
negotiations were going on Armijo
railroads in the south from setting apart certain portions ing the first degrees of Masonry.
Thev .scattered, too.
wife signed and acknowledged a 0
of the train exclusively for negro travelers.
Maryland, where their rights were sharply restricted and
into
Ueul conveying the property to Henry,
His purpose was so apparent as almost' to render the and it is probably
due 1o their efforts for rights that and left it with J. M. Moore, to be
s,
naming of It unnecessary. He knew well that the d.
Maryland was one of the
colonies to adopt religious delivered to Henry when tho exact 0
nearly to a man, would stand by the president in toleration as the basis of first
amount to be charged on account of
the
state.
his voicing of the demands of the people for railway rate
this mortgage Indebtedness, taxes. In 0
a
uerrnan
or
uuiy
jews
new
iew
t'oiisn
to
drifted
ti.e
control; and he alio knew well that the democrats would world from time to time, until
of the early part surance, etc., had been agreed upon.
wars
the
not stand for the bill with his amendment incorporated
agreement
ol tne eighteenth century drove many Germans out, and Arinijj claimed that no
Hence, his motive In offering the amendment was not among them were some flews.
therefore, 0
was
ever
reached
that
and
The
dominant element the deed should not have been
deliv
love of the negro but love of the railroads. It. was a
-- ver,
Spanish for more than a centurv, rnd ered to Henry. Henry got possession
gauzy effort to drive away from the bill an clement, of ti: v took remained
part in ail public affairs, exploring the wilds of
f r fit i"'. '"! V.v.,.
Mi
the deed, as
tore testified, for 0
strength which may be necessary for its passage. It was vi:'i
and liirhMne in the revolutionary war. some temporary purpose and w ith the
fortunate indeed that his amendment miscarried.
They pr...vJ.".e(J no small share of the means for earryiug promise to return u. Ho cud not read-vertisin- g.
o.i ma' v. ai, iiiuuiii mso uy signing mat
This 0
non importa turn it, but had it recorded.
v
i At at.
i
was before the expiration cf Hie lease.
tion" resolution which prepared the way for the
SMftcH
Litigation then commenced between
t:on of independence.
The recent disturbances in Fiance, which were more
Armijo and Henry. Henry notified 0
poin anticipation than In reality, appear to have been
city that he claimed the property
the
The Second Wave of Immigrction.
the 5
litical rather than of a labor character. That any considx- -x
rx- -x
-x-x
m ISJb there were only 6,000 Jews In the United under the cl:ed. and demanded
erable body of the French people should be desirous of States, but the additions from Poland and Germany, be payment, of the rents to him. Armijo
notified the city that he was still the
overthrowing the present government, Is difficult for an cause ot
1
religious and political persecutions, increased owner cf the property, and demanded
American to believe.
3000 pairs men's fine shoes
that number to some 15,0'Hi In 1S40.
payment
rents,
of
the
the
the
under
In many wnys the French excel all other nations. In
Mr. Levy adds: "Soon after this date there began the base. The city filed a suit of inter
no country are audi returns won through careful agri- second great wave
1000 pairs women's fine shoes
of immigration, becoming greatest in pleader, paying into court theamount
culture and in no other, is the peasant class more thrifty the late dus. The
of the rentsit $75 per month up to
immigrants
of
character
was
these
and prosperous and more simple in their daily lives. The quire different from the
1, 1819, when the lease expired
10CO pairs misses' and children's fine
earlier immigrants. They were July setting
national wealth Is great and comes from the soil and from ciueny Creraians from
tip
above facts as 0
and
towns
the
villages,
smaller
and
and to the respective the
labor. Nothing is heard from there of great monopolies though a sturdy, stock, as
claims of Henry and
-results have proved, they were Armijo. No decree was ever ren
shoes.
and corporate greed. The railroads are either owned by so rar beneath the
then
American
Jews
re
culture
in
and
litigation
in
suit,
thfs
dered
but
the
the government or are completely under its control. No finement that lines were pretty sharply
1
drawn. The Am between Henry and Armijo proceed
one ever hears of bread riots in France or of famine and erican Jews
X X-- X-X
X-X
X X
X X
aided the poor and suffering when necessary, ed. and by agreement between Henry
distress.
but the German Jews formed their own congregations and. Armijo, this money paid into 0
London sends out pictures of dire poverty, of tens ol and social clubs
court was paid t. Henry, to be apcircles. They did not interfere
thousands In idleness, of pinched and stunted childhood their success, forandthey
plied as a credit on the indebtedness
were
industrious
energetic,
and
0
and of a race of men so physically degenerate, as to be going even to
gold fields of California, where the due to Henry, without prejudice to
the
unfit for army service. Hut beautiful France, in ail its foundations of many
rights
Armijo.
in
Henry,
the
of
the
modern
fortunes were laid. Shut
length and breadth paints no such scene.
abandonfiled a cross-suit- ,
out even by their own people from social fellowships, they litigation,
ing his claim to bo'the owner of Hie 0
.,
rounded clubs and secret orders with benevolent and so properly under the sales and under fr
c;al aims, and up to twenty-fiv- e
years ago had become the the deed, and asking a fort closure 0
(Souindl ancH
controlling clement in American Jewi.-- h :i;V."
of his Hiortiiage indebtedness to the
If push and energy can accomplish it, southen-'eir- t
property.
New Mexico will some day be a large producer ol cotton.
"After lull notice '.'f the cluims of 0
The citizens of Portales this spring are distributing 3
Armijo to the property, us shown i.y
bushels of cotton seed free among farmers of Roosevelt
the complain; filed ia "he interplead
county who will undertake cotton growing. Ia Eddy counsuit, and b foie any decision of the 0
ty, cotton growing has proven a success under unfavoracourt, cf any kind, in any case what
Bvairair&g! iLasft
ever, trie ny .laving entered
ble conditions and the day seems near when that part of
into
Weekly Weather Bulletin.
possession under a written lease
SVVfW'V''1'-jithe territory will be considered in the cotton belt.
tenant of Armijo, accepts a lease rum
Tho idea that the southwest is too arid to raise ah OOOOOOOOOOOCXXjOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
Henry for five years at a ren'.3l of 0
sorts of crops is being overcome and dissipated and the
the
Santa Fe, X. M , May 7. For the weed; tiding May 13 P r month. The attorneys
words of several presidents of the United States that
if corrcellv represented by the
what New Mexico needs most is water, will no longer be 7, 19011: The temperature of the last wek averaged con- city,
siderably below the normal over the northern part of the Morning Journal, say there Is a diffi 0
true.
cult question of law involved. Every
What New Mexico needs most is men who will farm territory, but somewhat above normal in the southern. tyro in law, and I think every layman
days
were
The
relatively
districts,
warm
in
the northern
scientifically, who are not afraid of work and who have
of average intelligence, knows that if 0
the pluck to stay with their homesteads and desert en- but nights were coed and sharp frost attain occurred on there is on- - question of law which
tries until they have worked out the methods that will the morning of the 1st, extending southward to the cen- mis been universally recognized as
0
resist aridity and bring abundant success! What Is more' tral counties In the higher distrie'U. There was a gradual settled for hundreds of years, it is 0
New Mexico Is now getting just that class of farmers, increase in temperature until the 5th. when gathering that a tenant who enters into posses
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utreet and Silver avenue in
St. .John's Episcopal church.

COUNCIL MEETING LAST NIGHT
AND MUCH BUSINESS TRASACTED
Alderman Harrison's Pertinent Questions The City
From
Attorney Renders Opinions-Repo- rts
the Various City Officials.

'

HIS SON

"STAKES

The bills of election judges and
clerks and member of the board of
reRistration In the recent city election
approved and or- were presented,
derej paid.

TO

JSK for'thenlorcenent

PAGE FIVE.

COURT ADJOURNS

CITY JAIL

UNTIL MAY 14

and Carriages

Go-Ca- rts

For Breaking Truancy Law, After Transacting Much Bust- ness at Adjourned Session
and lias Him Locked
Therein.
Yesterday Afternoon.

houses
fame, the petition beinii referred to!
police
committee without dicut.- the

the

ordinance reKiihitlni;

CITIZEN

of ill

slon.
P. H. McCanna of the Fair nssocia-- 1
ion, and Secretary Kosenwa'.d, ashed

For tb

youthful heir, In original
and novel designs, are among th
lately arrived goods. We hare them

the council for a fund 'for light- -' A PROMINENT EDUCATOR'S VIEWS! RESUME OF THE BUSINESS DONE
liiK
the streets next full durine!
the fair, and aNo for the privilege of
using the Mreet-- - for parades, priviOakey Clifford a livery Mable pro-At an ad). 'limed session of the pro-latter being ',rl"tor-CITY BUILDING PLANS DISCUSSED IN DETAIL lege lettinc. etc, the
,
atter- Policeman this morn- - bate court held late yest-rdagrantel.it las, nicht ' meeting but the '"Parresting his own son noon, much business was
victed.
"
appro,.; iation for ights being r, ferrej
school, took after whic'ii court adiourned until
for playiuff tmant frL-to the finance committee fe, con
boy to the city hostile-- , with. theiMay 14
hose,
some
tie
of
exception
ed,
city
with
the
meeting
cration.
of
the
At last nisht's
In the. matter of the guardianship
A rm-ntativof the local Elks request that he be incarcerated therecouncil held la the old city buildinp, he recommending the immediate
of Helen Florence and Alfred lCwis
lodge was before the counc.l and ask- in, which was done.
chase of 1,000 feet cf hose. The
the orders received l.y the city!
Young Clifford, it. seems 'has opin- Thtlin, Alfred Thelin was appointed
adopted and the fire fum- ed that the city furnish the marching
tovacate the premises "mu- - port
of his own, as regards nn educa- guardian and a bond of $J00 was apoha pronto." all aldermen were pros- - init.teo instructed to purchase the .iose club which will attend the meeting of ions
the grand lodg- - at Denver in July, tion, which lo not meet with the proved.
cnt with the exception of Alderman at once.
The tepoit of .lames Beemek, adwith a lanl a a means of a Ivertishig approbation of his parents nor con
Wilkerson, and much lmp6rtant rou- VIOLATION
tne truancy laws oi tne tep ministrator of the estrt'e of George
tine business wan transacted, as well PROTEST AGAINST OF SPEED LAW the citv of Albuquerque. The matt.r' 'roty,wnn
yning Clifford preferring to Waltt r, deceased, was approved.
was
to the finance
as quite a bit of business th;:t was out
rwood of the water K.e referred
A! lt rn .ii
get a worldly educa'jon rather than
Th; a ill or William T. Barry was
of the routine.
.exon
a
report
the
c; ir.n.i'f
mud'knowledge in the public schools. presented for pr:;bate and .Monday,
Al lern.an Harrison asked
if the
Walter
south
on
tension cf mains
July 2, was sit for the hearing of the
mis morning arter being in jail
,DiSCUSS MATTER OF
would make an appropriation
water committee council
WIDENING EROADWAY street. He said the
weekly concerts
Robinson few hours, he was taken before Su- tame.
in
for
up
the
wita
matter
perintendent Clark,
the city schools The will of Mary Born, deceased,
After the roll call and the reading had takn thecompany
they park, by the Tir.--t Regiment band. Al where he was madeof to
and
pee, through was presented for probate, and Mon
of the minutes of the previous meet- Water Supply committee that that
derman Hanley moved that the matter
on
work
ing Alderman Hanley of the street informed the would commence as be referred to the finance committee. moral and other suasion, the advant- day, July 2, was, set for tho hearing.
the extension
ages to be gained by attending schoc.1
The claim of Gross, Kelly & ComN'o action was taken on the matter.
pipe they had ordered ar
instead of "playing playing," and pany against the
matter of straightening out the south! rived.
of the late
CONSIDER PLANS FOR
agreed to refrain from such tenden Carlos P. Sanchez for JCG.S0 was al
end of Broadway. Broadway is one of
a protest against the
made
He
also
BUILDING
HALL
CITY
1n
cies
future.
lowed.
the
drivewidest
streets
the
and prettiest
of the speed limit
At the conclusion of the regular
"The truancy law of N'ew Mexico,
ways in the city, until it reached the continued violation
the matter of th estate of Holy
with regard to driving over session of the city council last even- as it exists today," said a prominent ertiIn O.
ordinance,
Hindman, deceased,
wuere
J. O.
H uiiruwt
Huuuiera txiremiiy
a
avenue
than
viaduct
faster
Coal
ing the council went into a committee local educator, In discussing the Clif- Hindman resign?
down, in some instances, to the width the
as administrator
d
of
coal
the
saying
walk,
that
of the whole to consider plans for the ford boy's case, with a representa- and A. Borders was appointed, bond
of a lano, owing to several houses and other wagons
went over the erection of the new city hall buildinir tive of The Evening Citizen, today,
having been built before the street bridgo
for $1,IKM) bting approved.
a trot. Alderman Beaven
Building Inspector Whitcowb, Chief
was laid out, and which now stand in protestedat that
A protest was filed against the a
wagons never of Police McMillen, Fire Chief Burt- - "is a farce, nothing more or less, and
his
coal
was evidently passeir with the inten- provnl of the last will and testament
what would be the middle of the went over at a trot, but agreed that
less, Mayor McKee and five aldermen tion of
street, were it of the same width all
scnte rrliticlan in of
.losehtii Sanchez do vigil,
the ordinance was being violated. Algathered around the plans submitted fice. It Is an added expense to the ot
the way out.
ed,
the court continued the hearrefavored
the
Isherwood
derman
by Alderman Beav en and the buil line territory and accomplishes" n: good ing and
Nearly every city council for the pealing
until May 14.
of the ordinance and the mat- committee and di scussed the matter.
,
past number of years have struggled
,h;i,
uhl,
at.
ThJ
stat.s
In the matter of the estate ." the
referred to the street commit- for a solid hour.
with the problem of widening the ter was
school so many months of the lute Pthilip Hartman, there heir.' t a
for a report as to whether the orBuilding Inspector Whiicomb sub- tend
year,
southern part of Broadway, condemn- tee
specify
what
but does not
F.
heir, tho court appointed
or
mitted plans drawn by a contractor months, consequently, the youth ori minor
ing tho property standing in the street dinance should be repealed
Kaynolds guardian ad litem ti
who was present, but who took no parents have an excuse, when ap' :.
to which the owners have a clear title,
sent the said infant. Albert
An ordinance providing plans and part in the discussion, by which plans
but until last night nothing definite specifications
:
.10- for fire escapes, for the the contractor agreed to erect a city proached, by saying that there is still and B. Ruppe were named
has ever been done.
v
time to conform with the praisers.
of the building inspector was building for $20,000, Including offices plenty
Alderman Hanley recommended the guidance
ne estate
In the mntter of
of
fire com- for all city officials and the jail de- law.'
payment of the prices asked by the read and referred to the
"What we should have is a law that William Hull, an order was nia ,. to
The ordinance specifies that partment, including in the latter sjj
property owners whos houses will be mittee. escape
shall be of iron with steel cells, four in the men's depart- would require children between cer- sell the interest of deceased in the
fire
taken in by the widening of the street, the
wide stairs and necessary platforms ment and two in the women's depart- tain ages to be in school every min - firm of Hull & Ixivo, lor J3.000.
and the immediate widening and and
F. Armljo y, Otero was citcf to
that they shall serve two or more ment, the fire department, according ute that school Is in session, and nostraightening of the street.
wnere in tne Lmiea states is .nere answer and file Inventory May 14.
to the pans, to be housed in a
Frank Sedillo and several other windows.
compulsory
In the matter of the estate of Pre- building to cost, less than $10.-o"- more need for a stringent
owners, whose lands lie in the middle SOME PERTINENT QUESTIONS
education law than right here in the illana O. de Marea, deceased, tho adof the street, ask the city a total of
HARRISON
BY ALDER VAN
ministratrix was ordered to file a re
By a vote of three to two, Aldermen territory of New Mexico.
$1,200 for their property, and stipulate
Alderman Harrison asked City At
"But. then," went on the- educator,
that, the city shall build sidewalks torney llickty for an opinion a3 to Harrison and l.earnard having with- "what's the use of having any kind port, and Felipe Mares of Pena
lilanea end Zenonio Sandoval of Cuba,
before the building plans came
where sidewalks are necessary.
whether the Water Supply company drawn
of a law where there is rjs place to were ordered to file reports the first
up
proposition
to
discussion,
for
the
The finance committee recommendm
both
place
right
meters
to
bad the
the youths who break it. We .ticuuay
June.
ed the purchase of the property and sides of a double house, owned by one erect two buildings was carried. Al- send
n. industrial school, no reform
The final report of Prudenclo Oar- the city clerk and mayor were ordered man, or in each of a row of dermen Be.aen and Neustad voting have
ineorri-2iM.sny
place
an
or
sehool.
that
ci.i,
administrator
of tho estate of
to proceed with the opening of the connerfed bouses owned by one against the motion, they desiring but
boy or girl could be sent, wherfl Abelino Vigil, was approved, and ad
street, the money to be paid the prop- man to vhieh the city attorney re one building.
The council, after a little further their education would be looked after. ministrator discharged.
erty holders aa soon as deeds to the plied that after consulting the con
"I don't think
the penitentiary
The hearing on the will of Juan
scussion, instructed the building
property have been delivered to the tract he was of the opinion that the
would be a very gj od place in w hich ?alazar y Otero was continued until
to
in
committee
The
Even
advertise
city officials.
company
the
fsuppl;.had
Water
riht
to acquire an education that would May 11.
to place a me'er in the house of each ing Citizen for competitive plans for help (me become a useful citizen, nor
Tile hearing ;f the w ill of R (initio
NEW SIDEWALKS ON
consumer, irrespective of whom the the erection of the new buildings. It1 yet ihe Jail,
and at present these are Garcia was continued to May 14.
is thought probable that by July
NORTH FOURTH STREET property owner was
he only two places to which a youth
Tho annual retort of M. W. Flonr-noy- ,
The street committee also brought
"Then I am to understand." asked actual work on the structures can be v. ho will not attend school, or be1111
administrator of the estate of
the matter of some sidewalks on Alderman Harrison, "that according commenced.
comes an incorrigible, could be sent. Mary Kelly was approved.
north Fourth street vh!r-l- havp tnnir to vour opinion, tiie Walter ssuppiy
legis"God
day
spetd
th
when
the
The claims of Dr. J. F. Pearce for
since been order .1. and which are company has the right to place ajYiCIlf
nKTUIfT
lature cf this terriu ry will see fit to $150 and J. S. Skinner for $195,
now
delinquent. Alderman Hanley nit-teI
I
in every house of four rooms or1 llL.ll
establish
industrial
an
school
and
against the estate of the late Aaron
made a motion to the effect that the less served by them?''
as a truant law that, is of umf Flory were
delinquent owners be notified and that
allowed.
To which question the city attorMANAGER
TELEPHONE
value."
in the event they do not comply with ney" answered "yes."
Pedro C. Garcia and Gabriel Sanchez were appointed appraisers
the request in a reasonable length of According to this, despite the fact
the
time, that the city advertise in The that it is plainly stipulated in the
state of the late Carlos P Sanchez.
x x- -x
x x z -- x
Evening Citizen, the official paper, for franchise that
Severo Sanchez was appointed ada four-roohouse A. D. Graham Arrives to Suc
bids for building same, under the or- shall not pay over 85 cents per month
ministrator of the estate of Jesus
CLUB
CHURCH,
AND
dinance covering such matters.
Candelaria, a loud of $200 being a
for water, the Water Supply company,
ceed J. tv Elder at
Tho finance committee was called if acting on the opinion of City At-- ;
proved.
SOCIAL
GATHERINGS
upon for a report as to how much torney liickey, can compel consumers
The last will and testammt cf E.
This
Station.
money the various city departments living in four-rooA.
houses, three-rooLlndoniann, recently deceased,
XXX
X
-JT
XX
X
X
X
can expect for the coming year, for houses, or even a
was admitted to probate.
house, for
Mrs.
expanses, to which the finance com- the matter of that, to put in a meter,
i ne woman s I'.enei rorps in Id a
Sternberg was appointed to
mittee replied with asking the differ- the minimum charge for which is ELDER GOES TO SALIDA, COLO. regular meeting at Hed Mens' hall serve without bond.
ent departments as to how much In- $lo per month, a difference to the
this afternoon, ami took up the sub- come they expected to derive during unfortunate patron of the Water :ip-plo! Memorial Day exercises.
U. N. M. STUDENTS
year.
The taxable valuation of ihe
the
company of t'o cents per month.
O
Mr. and Mrs. A. I). Graham ;,nd two
.
city property is expected to beat last
ihe Retail Merchants ass.iciatlon
children, from Salida, Colo., arrived in
ORATORICAL CONTEST
year's valuation by $oOO,000 this year, FIFES NEED STAND
the city last eveiiiig and the gentle- wii! hold a meeting in their quarters
BUT SIXTY POUNDS man brought along with him a
which will add something to the city's
in
nuiiiung.
uie
wm.ing
tms
evening.
letter
Ai lei man Harrison also asked an of introduction
revenue but the mayor cautioned the
TONIGHT
IN ELKS'
THEATER
to the business man- :r v o'clock.
finance committee to be on the lookout opinion of City Attorney Hickey on ager of Tho Evening Citizen.
t- OPROGRAM
TO BE RENDERED,
;i
at
llns
afternoon
o'clock
for ways and means to raise more the paragraph in the franchise which
the
AND JUDGES WHO WILL SEMr. Graham exchanges places
board of directors of the Associated
revenue, in view of the fact that this stipulates that the Water Supply com- J. E. Elder as district manager ofwith
LECT THE WINNERS.
the Charities,
year would witness an increase in the pany's pipes shall show a test pres- Colorado Telephone company, he tak
held a me tir.g - the Com
Tcnitht it 8:15 o'cloc k in the Elks'
expenditures and a probable cutting sure of 150 pounds per square inch. ing cliarge of the local btatlon at merclal club rooms and transacted
off of some of the city's revenues.
asking h mis oiu not mean mat mejonce, and he is heartily welcomed to matters i importance to the associa- theater, the annual oratorical contion.
test of the 1'nivornlty of New M xlco
pipes snoum no required to stand tmstf( territorial metropolis
THE REPORTS OF
O
pressure at any and all times, when- students will take place, the program
Mr.
w ,;ivs
Ellier
amy
a
in
f
and
A meet In.; of Aibuq.i. rqu- THE CITY OFFICIALS eyer the test was applied, to which the
lodge for the evening being us fldlows:
E. S. Stover, humane officer, pre- city attorney replied that he in in-- 1 remove to Salida. where he will have No. 3J.. I. O. B. It.,
be held this Waltz; "The Drramer"
Keith
charge
of
large
a
district
for
there
evening at. S o'clock. All members
sented a report in which he appointed terpreted this paragraph to mean that the above telephone company,
Orchestra.
apare requested to be present. By order Oust ion "Heroism and the C.rafi''
tho following deputies for the
the pipes should be able to stand this which he has been for a numberwith
of of the president.
proval of the council: Mrs. Mary C. 150 pound pressure only at the time
Sanril Nenstadt,
Allan F. Keller.
Newcomer, Mrs. Syble Hay, Mrs. Ju- of putting them in. and that, in his V(.ars. Tll citizen wi(.h(,s h,m an(J secretary.
Oration "Tho Spirit of the W st"
family
good
of
the
best
in
luck
their
lia I.. Ives, Mrs. Margaret Medler, Mr. opinion, as long as the company main- - new
Lillian O. Hugpett.
home
Regular meeting of T "!;
J. B. Mayo. Dr. T. K. Overton. The tained a sixty pounds fire pressure
Link
LetteP of introduction,
Rel eivih k.dge No. lo. 1. ().' O. F., V. Ora'ion "Independence"
nominations were confirmed bv the they were living up to their contract.'
Denver May 4 l'tof
of H., will be held tonight at 8 MeditationJ. Halh Taw her.
council. The humane officer also reAccording to this opinion, if the w. T. McCreight, Business Manager
"lErmlte". .. (Iruenwald
iVcJock.
All home, and
quested that the dog catcher be placed pipes will stand the loo pound hy- Installation.
)f Th(1 citizen Publishing Company. visiting
Orchestra.
are
requested
under diction of the chief of police. u.ouwv,
members
be
to
w
"Joan of AiC '
ll.jar S r The h,awr Mr A
I
ivti
prc.m. Mrs. H. E. liters, Secre- Oration Agnes
This latter recommendation was re- being laid, the company
is not re Graham, conies to Albuquerque as our tary.
:. McCalluin.
ferred to the police committee.
quired to replace them if they deter- district manager replacing Mr. J. E.
"Optimism"
Oration
The report of City Marshal McMil- iorate to a point where they won't
O
13 wood M. Albright.
who has been transferred to an
Last nig r. theiv w.is a feast of
len for the period from April 15 to stand CI pounds pressure, all that is Elder,
exchange In this state.
good things to eat after the reguUi Overture "In th. Hivera"
May 1 was presented, showing amount required of them, according to
'
this
Mr. Graham possesses in a great meeting
Oruenwald
t Mineral lodire No. 4,
of fines collected to be $.155 and sixty opinion, after they are once laid, beOrchestra.
nieaiu,e the confidence of this comPythias, the meeting beof,
arrests.
ing the sixty pound fire pressure.
pany, and we feel that he is the right ing held in the Elks' opera house Atinouto inert of Judge's Decision
Building Inspector Whitcomb's reman for the Albuquerque district,
Hon, J. W. ileed, Topoka, Kan.
bulge roam. I. B. Payne wis the new
port showed fifteen permits for build- CONTRACT LET FOR
If you can in any way assist him in r.iember initla'ed, after which
ings granted during April, representthe Mailt h Exi "Collese Lilfe"
BURYING PAUPER DEAD
Frnutzcn
ing a total valuation of $:i4,4!0.
Afur hearing a report from the citv establishing a pleasant relationship members partook of a fine lunch. J.
Hi.n. J. W. (Heed,
The report of the city physician attorney on the legality of the bid' wall the people of Albuquerque, I H. Crum. he chan eii or commander, Judges of Coute.-tM. tcalf an l H. W. I). I!ry-in- .
W.
wateas mr.ster.
from April 15 to May 1 showed four- made by O. W, Strong's Sous for thej sha:i neatly appreciate it.
yours,
Sineerfiv
otTereI by the lawyers,
I'rizes
teen deaths, and ten births for the pe- burial of the pauper
in which!
PHILIP HAMLIN.
ami life in.surancn agents of
riod.
TOO LATE 10 CLARIFY
the bidders afreed to bury the pauper
President's Special Age!:v.
Albuiiui rijue will be comp'ted for
City Physician CarnV report show- dead free of charge and furnish an
three prizes being offered. Tho aded that in the two weeks since he took ambulance for city
purposes, also
FOR SALE Houm h ;
remission to the theater will ho entirely
charge of the otlice tour casts bad gratis, the city attorney holding that
MUKIUAKI
friuerator, hewing in u i.e. etc. H03 fne ami t 'u public at large Is extendbeen .committed to the hospital f.r the bid was legal ,the council voted to!
Nonh Pirst street.
Al- - Hollingsw&rth.
ed a cordial invitation to be present.
treatment for delirium tremens.
award the contract for the coming
Jester.iay evening iat t! o'clock At. FOR S.VLES"cond-hayear to the above firm. The only
pony Sea's in:.j e n erwd at O. A.
ALDERMEN REPORT ON
to usual.
II
W.
and harness.
MeMllIlon.
other bidder for this work whose bid ""llingswl Tth. a railroid conductor,
VARIOUS MATTERS was considered was A. Borders, who'anJ :i member of the Order of Kail- real estate dealer. ;M West Cold
Alderman Harrison, chairman of the agreed
WITH ' NEWSEUY FURNITURE
u venue.
in Port Lavaca
bury the pauper d. ad at way . ((inductors
sewer committee, recommended that the rate to
ASK J. D. EMMONS, THE
Texa-'PAPERS.
his
home,
former
died
In
this
5o0
of
KOU SAI.i:
for one cent.
Gene.-ichandise
the city council furnish tho pipe for
as the.
The matter cf the suit of eviction city at. the aee of ;::!
store w ith salU n i: 'ontu ctlon FURNITURE MAN.
Highcertain sewer extensions in
brought against the city officials to result of tuberculosis, after a
'loo.f jiayins
established
Slyves'er I! tlnrcia. aent fur e.dii-plelands provided the property holders force them to vacate the city building
in this city of one month. The
years. Stor-anJ.'.xD'l fee.,
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son for selling, iroiru'
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his lodge.
"ess. Address, J. W
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ers or the building of new otu un
CTKER MATTERS DIS
EVERY COPY OF THE CITIZEN
FOR KENT House.-- , f:
three to
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Mart. Kermsn.
CUSSED BY THE COUNCIL:
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N. Warner,
i,.u ksu.
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with

all modern Improvements,
rubber tired and patent back adjusting device.
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TO THEZ LADIES:

weather Is 'lwro too warm to wash, and iron. Send your
Shim Walfits and White Dresses o us. We will laundry them correctly and will deliver them to you in a nice bcx they will not be
crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or gh8 finish.
Back of Postoffice.
Call the Red Wagons.

one-thir-

g

Railroad Ave.,

0

Hot.

1

ke-pln-

PRICES ARE THE
LOWEST.

nv.-ea- s

Imperial Laundry Go.

Auto., 319; Colo., Red 148.
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tep-nra-
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You Prescriptions, If Entrusted

The Williams Drug Co.
will receive the personal care of one of the firm
both of whom are druggists of many
years' experience.

'

No. 117 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

o

Is locked up in every box of White

Lily cigars until you pry open the lid.
Accident? Just happened? Streak ot
luck? Nay, nay. And say it three
times and you'll tell the truth thrice!
We have studied to make the White
Lily the best cigar for five cents you
can buy and it Is.
By the boxt"
Fifty for $2. ' Got the- name?

"
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The St. Elmo
t

20

West Railroad Avenue

AVENUk

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

J'

SAMPLE AND

0

CLUB ROOMS

ooooo-o-o-

Ji

RAILROAD

Finest Whiskies

BaRNETT, Prop'r.

0 JOSEPH
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THE FIRST LESSON

IN BREAD MAKING.
Is the most Important of all; that
is me eeiecuon or proper flour.

There is no difficulty about thla If
impress Hour is chosen. It la an
fc'ood and makes such sweet, whlta
ana nutritious bread as to be un
surpassed by any milled. The beat
bread makers use it for that very
reason.

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent,
Wet Copper Ave.
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ALBUQUERQUE
ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL
CLUB
OLD

-

-

AUSTRIAN

CATHEDRAL
BUILD

N G.

CHINA

Furniture and Crockery

-

l

J. RICHARDS

113a WEST

-

i

PER CENT SATISFACTION

100

& CO..

BORRADAILE

Mat-son'-

117 Gold Avenue
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SERVANT

THAT

NEVER

TIRES
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MAUGER

WOOL

THE TELEPHONE IS
EVER READY TO TAKE
YOUR COMMANDS.
LET IT

THE TELEPHONE WILL
RUN YOUR ERRANDS,
DO YOUR SHOPPING
AND KEEP YOU
INFORMED OF SOCIAL
AFFAIRS.

DO YOUR

WORK.
YOU NEED

A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

.

i
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:e.

f
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patent Flour is made from

Meet Me at Yanow's
Any time between 7 in the
Morning and 9 at Night.

Rhnipp SfanfiaQ Tnrkov MnrrlWhani
WIIUIUU IUIHUUU llllliUJ iiuiu IIIIUllI

If Your Eyes Need Attention
I uil! examine them Fki:k
ami Guarantee every pair
of glasses I tit to be - - - -

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR IT
Phone

The ciarkevWe Produce Co.,

Dealers in Flour and Feed, for a Sample Sack

ABSOLUTELY CORRECT
I'ricfj
1

1

1

reasonable. Permanently locate J a'
Hailroad avenuo.
C. H. CARNES, 0. D.

ALBUQUERQUE

PACE 6IX.
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so, You Know What This Coupon Means

your special benefit.

I

want to know the people and am willing to pay for my information;

want you to know how cheap I sell it. I have been advertising pretty heavy, but this does not get everyone to stop and
consider too busy with other things to think about an "ad." and when they want something, just go to the same' old place
and buy it, without knowing they could have bought it cheaper at my store. This IS
I
to
from Missouri. But
is
with. I want to show them a few things.
they have to be Missourized anyway,
goods. Cut out the coupons and bring them to my
I
deliver
store some time this month, get them signed and I will accept one coupon on any $10 purchase, cash or time, before Jan. 1, '07

C
...
4

ou,

If

I also

4i

e

the person want
Everybody not
the

and can

Cor, Cool and Second
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WHY EMIGRANTS BY TENS OF THOUSANDS

Our

g

irt

two-third-

American League.
Chicago
R. h. E.
Chicago
0 6 3
St. Louis
10 15 3
Batteries Kiene, Sullivan and Hart,
Howell and Rickey.
At New York
It. H. E.
New York
7 8 1
Washington
2 9 3
Batteries Falkenberg, Patten, Sud-hoand Heydon; Orth and Klelnow.
R. H. E.
At Cleveland
3 11 1
Cleveland
8 It 1
Detroit
Batteries Pess, Eels and Buelow;
Donovan and Payne.
At Boston
R. H. E.
Philadelphia
4 8 2
0 0 1
Boston
Batteries
Waddell and Schreck;
Winter and Graham.
At.

sxcial friend and substantial

patron', Thos. Ogden, of Milford, 6end8
us ciieolca in payment for subscrip-

tion, for which many thanks are

It is .always refreshing to
have such rtliable fri"nds. We will
ia accepting an invitatke pleiuure
tion to come to Milford on a fishing
ojnveniecce.
Mt.
trip at our
(liver i.Ky.i Tribune.

"If there had been any chance of a
revolution I would have stayed to fight
with my brothers, lut I do not believe
the peasants will ever fight until they
are armed as well as the Cossacks.
I counselled with my fatJicr, and he
Rave me the savings of litis lifetime
to come here and bring my wife, and
If I am successful, in earning money
here, I will send for my father in a
year or so."

ff

Ye Cheerful Correspondent.
friendly greeting to all Budget
readers.
We have cloudy wfather and sometimes rain.
While I was to Wayne county, last
week. I promised A. K. Kurtz that. I
would write some from there for the
Hudgef this week, but was too busy,
it. is now too late for this week's
paper.
When I came home, la.st Saturday,
hey were busy moving.
I thank the people in Ohio for what
tliey done for me while among them
ill I come again.
1 will close, wishing
God's blessings
to all readers of the Budget. Country correspondence, Susrar Crfek (O.)
Budget.
A

lilt

Vjv

.- 1-

i

National League.
R. H. E.
At Philadelphia
2
Roston
i 0
3 7 3
Philadelphia
Batteries Pfeiffer
O'Neill;
and
Duggh'by and Dooin.
R. II. E.
At Brooklyn
New York
0 5 0
Brooklyn
6 1ft 0
Ferguson
Batteries Wlltse,
and
Bowerman: Pastorius and Ritter.
R. H. E.
At Pittsburg
Pittsburg
2 fi I
3
7 1
Chicago
The Easy Way to Duck.
Batteries Hillehrand
and Peitz;
(The publication of a statement Lundgren and Kling.
which thu la.te minister from the ArR. VI. E.
At Cincinnati
gentine Republic said had bot.nmado Cincinnati
2 10 1
has caused St. Louis
i
l.y President Roosevelt
2 9 0
misSchlei;
the lat.i.tr U declare that be was
Batteries Weimer
and
Quoted.)
Brown and Raub.
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is

a business necessity. Every

X0OOCiOX0a00
Tom, the Rlible Friend.

THE STORY TOLD IN INTERVIEWS SECURED BY THE NEW YORK
CORRESPONDENT OF THIS NEWSPAPER WITH EMIGRANTS AT
ELLIS ISLAND
TO ESCAPE DESPOTISM AND FEARFUL OF
REVOLUTION.
SaCf Correspondence.
New York, May 2. Ten thousand
refugees from Russia, fleeing from
ttm scourge of desiKjUsni and throat-cttinrevolution, ere entering the nation's open gateway at the Ellis Island
every
Immigration station in this
30 days.
s
Of this number more than
are Russian Jews, hundreds of

A checking account

Most Anything

ARE FLOCKING TO THE AMERICAN SHORES

By Marien E. Pew,

get

The FURNITURE MAM

CpB

SBR3B8E9BR

'.i

1906.

and

.

t-

TUESDAY, MAY 8,

want you to know how large a stock of Furniture, Stoves, Ranges, Carpets,
Rugs, Linoleum, Window Shades, Draperies, China, Glass and Tinware I carry.

C,

X

oPJ

CITIZEN.

HrcnmTL-',"-MM"""'tw'-'A1JC-

See My "Ad." Last Week?

You

Did

urn milium

EVENING

person has some business to transact
and should have a ehecki:'.;; account at the bank. You are at a
disadvantage without a checking
account.
A checking account at the bank
enables you to run your usinese
instead of your business t inning
you.
If you want to put . yatem
into your business, if you want to
have a complete record of your
business, If you want a receipt tor
every bill you pay ynu should
have a checking account-I- t
does not require a large sum
to start a checking account. The
bank furnishes the pass book and
toe checks.

THE

BANK

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

COMMERCE
NEW

MEXICO

Bratina

A.

General Merr.hanHI
anrl
For Sale.

P--

M

Co

o

FOR SALE General
merchandise
and real estate, cheap for cash.
FOR SALE Ranches, one-hal- f
mile
south of the city of Albuquerque;
suitable for aristocratic country
homes and for truck or general
farming; plenty of well water to be
Ind at from ten to forty feet.
3 FIFTEEX-ACRranch, about three
.15
miles from Albuquerque;
fed by
two ditches; best irrigating condi.11
tions; raise anything; best soil in
1
.
the valley.
THOUSANDS of cottonwood trees for
transplanting.
LOTS In diff rent parts of the city.
ill sell cheap on monthly payment
plan.

American Association.
When you've been a trifle careless
At Kansas City- conversation.
In some
hich, when Kansas City
statements,
Making
Louisville
printed,
At Milwaukee
Somewhat j:i r your reputation
TWO CHRISTIAN RUSSIAN PEASANTS.
Milwaukee
OX THE LEFT IS I EON F r diplomacy or any
Indianapolis
KIUIEROWSKI.
Other trail of which you're notd,
At MinneapolU- Ion't grow angry, crying "liar!"
their allies, the coinmoii story of milk no friemi to call u;
Simply say you've been misquoted. MiniKMpoIls
Toledo
and honey flowing through the streets
In the detention imr.au i'.e t.ld this
At St. Paul
Though the other man as truthful
of New York and white bread growing story:
St.
Paul
reputation,
on the trees.
Inchest
the
The Russian peasant
Has
x
"My father and mother were mur-- i
Columbus
takes no stock In such nonsense; he dered by soldiers during the last Quickly say he is in error,
Special Record Creaking Offer.
knows that he must work for a living massacres in Kishineft.
I.vt there bo r.o hesitation.
Western League.
I was afraid
ON TIIIC lu re s he did in
A GROUP OF RUSSIAN- CHRISTIAN WOMEN PEASANTS.
TWO LOTS, one big store wan full
But for fear of rousing angt r
Russia.
E.
R.
II.
At
Pueblo
of
the
'hid
soldiers
bin
in
and
in
a
LEFT 13 MRS. ICIUIBR OWSKI. THK I5UIDE.
stock of general merchandise; two
Make denials suearcoated;
7
9 3
Kieulerowski, when questioned con- the cellar of our house.
Pueblo
Win n I
extra rooms in store; large back
catch you meaning
Say
didn't
2
he
9
10
cerning
country,
City
Sioux
his
a
of
free
cam.
up
ideas
my
nis;ht
at
found
and
father
yard; barn, and wason shed;
them arriving absolutely penniless,
Or remark you've been misquoted.
was hazy to the point of stupidity. and mother dead, I lost my fear, and
Stimmel and Mes.ltt;
Batteries
homeless, and not a f?w friendle,ss.
huse adjoining the store.
no.
He
Hess.
t
Corbet
loading
and
gun.
had
Raker.
idea
electoral
of
what
up
secwent
the
a
iiro the
coming
Will sell "dirt d.eap" for cash.
The Russian Christians
you were talking
.J
Say.
instance,
for
E.
R.
H.
sytem
someAt
was
meant,
Denver
.story
it
but
that
ond
of
the hcuse and watched
here are, for the moit part, of rev-- (
Prices and other information
1
7 11
With some shoe men on the tariff; Denver
thing very fine was shown by his con- U.ro:mh the window for C:ssacks.
olutionary tendencies, and they day
sired made know n on application la
G
rawhide duty,
7
4
the
They
denounce
Des
Moines
repetition
In
Rus
a
of
tinual
word
"The next morning they came and
'person or writing to owner.
they fled from their native land to
you. .and you declare if
do
Weingardt;
Sa
Wright
and
Batteries
"good.1
corresponding
with
t flri-,sian
1
lrvwl.t.l
A
int. th. rM'.nfd
forestall arrest or jxwsible f xlle after
helps their business
Miller, McKay, Brlnker nnd Towne.
'Here I wiil earn in a week what! gun a.s quickly as I could and fired Lower duty
government official. had discovered
will be voted:
game
At Omaha Omaha-Lincol- n
Iwcr dutyrawhide
I could not uarn in half a year inlacain.
Three times I did this, and When
a.
their participation in the revolutiontacks
crowd
the
post,)0ne(j cn account of rain
my country.
Is it not so?' To earn every time I shot I saw a Cossack
ary movement. With bright facea and
you
two rubles In Russia in a week means f;iii. I know I killed five and hurt
923 So. Second St.
hopeful hearts, these rough peasants,
you've ,J,,a nus" ELKS ARE GUARAN
y'
slavery' and bnck breaking work niht others. They came to our house and
hearty specimens of humanity, most
New Mexico
Albuquerque,
and day. Then the Cossacks would broke down the doers, but I was atsaiu
of them, and a few accompanied by
TEED A FINE TIME
steal it cr wo must pay It out In taxes. hiding in the bin in the cellar and Minister from foreign country,
their wives, are turning toward the
In America that is not so. You haveithiy did not find me.
grain fields of the northwest.
PROPOSALS FOR THE PURCHASE
Matters not how high his station.
.., pot money from my uncie
MEETING TO BE
no axc and sometimes men may
Leon, Kiuiero-wskl-,
a stalwart felOF CITY BUILDING BONDS.
you have gob- AT THE BIG
and
what
tells
he
When
HELD IN DENVER IN JULY.
have. 20 acres of land to cultivate. ,,lllu. U) tnltj collntrv to Rl;t vork ln
low, weailng high leather boors and
bled,
I
Sealed bids endorsed "Rid for City
Is that not free? Here the govern- - ja ht(v. j ara poing to lo,arn tho
g.
a peasant's cap, and bearing upon his
f
Do not make an explanation;
When the members of the Elk Building llonds" and addressed to the
ment men will not steal our rrovis- - hMl ianf.uapo and then p,.rhaps I can
arm his pink cheeked bride, came In
confidential.
was
your
vcr,
talk
lodge
Don
go
city
Sav
to
from
this
"City Clerk, Albuquerque, N. M.,"
ions and wo may have our own home.,,,,, ,.,
1,600 emigrants
wl. I should like to be a Then besides you wish it noted
a vessel that can-faColo., next July, they are sure to re will be received at the office of
That, in Russia, Is Impossible.
the
doc'..r."
your language, ceive excellent treatment, so far as city
to these shores. The tag, securely
to
use
failed
He
has
clerk of Albuquerque, N. M., unPre.--,
Bodjn, a Jewish woman
"I will never return to Russia tin- fastened to his coat, showed that he
the. papers you're misquoted.
aro concerned. til 12 o'clock, noon, June 4, 100(1, for
Tell
hotd
accommodations
less I hear that my brothers liavelwirh two small children, arrived at
was bound for the wheat fields of
A letttr to the secretary of the local an issue of thirty thousand (130,000)
arms with which to successfully tin- Ellis Island station with 85 cents. Every time you make a blunder
South Dakota. He Is 23 years old.
lodge from Judge A. H. Pickens, one dollars of city building
bonds of the
Through aa Interpreter lio told his
tiht. Tlum I will go lack and join She was bound to Seattle, there to Be not foolish and stand by it;
of the leading Elks of the west, in- city of Albuquerque, N. M. A certi'join
I love Russia
and
story to me:
tho revolution.
her husband, whoso address she Say someone has been mistaken
forms Elks here that la 1st has bien fied check for one thousand ($1,000)
would die for her if my dying would did not have. A Jewish society
"I come fr?m I he district t Kief,
deny it.
made- of all the hotels and rooming dollars must
And while Poking
accompany
each bid,
my country."
is!e,i her. She said that she was Keep it up, you may be certain
where there has been much trouble,"
houses la the city, of Denver, so that said sum to be. forfeited to tho city,
Pinchus Feiburg, a Jewish boy of! com;., lle.l to give up all her jewelry
In Russia they will not let
somay
he said.
parroted;
can
any
upon
bo
RUSSIAN .1EW EMIGRANTS.
Elk
there,
thus
arriving
Errors
liquidated damages, by tho bidder
17 years, of fine.
and with to Russian officers before ebe could Then at last the time will come when lect his rooms at tho headquarters as
us have enough land to raise crops
In case of failure ot performance, by
This peasants Idea of conditions In a handsome curly head and big brown pass over tho frontier, but this loss
to feed us, and to remain means that
for what you're where he registers, w ith as much ease. him if his
No one cares
bid Is accepted.
at
her w as as nothing compared to the
we must either submit to starvation America is typical of them all. Emi- eyes, was detained temporarily
quoted.
as if tho city were one vast hotel.
Said city building bonds are to be
and oppression or dlo for demanding grants from tho Balkans have been Ellis Island because he was destined lo.-- s of her feather bed, which she
Preparations have been n.'dc to take Issued in the denomination of one
taught by lying fcteamship agents and to Chicago, possessed ouly $1 and hud;sii, was stobn from her ln Antwerp.
our rights.
I!ilious? Feel heavy after dinner? care of fully OU.OOU ; e i;.!e hi this thousand (11.000) dollars each, are
Tonguo coated? Hitter taste? Com- manner.
to bear interest at a rate not to explexion tallow? Liver needs waking
A promise has also been made by ceed four (4) per cent p r annum,
atRegulets
bilious
cure
up.
Doan's
arresting
.succeeded
ln
J.
Hicks
J.
By
and
city
were
one.
of
the
pav.ntiy
Sunday
Denver
they
of
!tbe authorities
INTERESTING ASTROALLEGED DYNAMITERS
and are to be sold - not less
Robert Lt slie. Tho third man. wh jte
evening she bad said good-by- e
to him tacks. 25 cents at any drtig store.
liat the rates at the reunion will not their par value. 1! th principal than
and
name
was
t
Jupi-course
Captain
irid
ly
received
mt
her
patrons
be
turned
toward
raised because the
of the in'.eresi are to be paid
NOMICAL PHENOMENA
ARE UNDER ARREST Fornoff, was arrested by Lieutenant
MASONS
HIGH
DEGREE
ho-eli",
a larger and handsomer
rooming
man.
houses and other
and
OF WINSLOW, ARIZ. places of business coiih from out of ou the first days of January and July
K
Baca fa! Pilvaio Warner, and it is
after evening, one may see
of eat h year.
i.iftiiNTcn oni ire Riirrcrn in th.oir.jht there U
evi leiice VENUS FLIRTING WITH JUPITER b'-- .::aw nearer and nearer to JupiCony T. Drown of Socorro, New tow n. A schedule ha.s been fixed, and
Said bonds are to be pay.i!.l" at the
ot
ter,
ions
go,
met
days
acting
few
U
very
Mexico,
ln
ARRESTING THREE MEN WHO against tiio trio 1i cmvic. them.
will
she will bob
under lust
bove this none
a
allowed to
AND MARS IN THE WESTERN
option of the city, twi nty
j ears
n b with him f.r a short time nnd M iMii.liian Frost of Santa Fe, New and sufficient accommodations
Captain Forno'f
WITH
THE
CHARGED
..rdav moni'.ns;
ARE
have
(30)
SKY THESE, EVENINGS.
absolutely
payable
and
thirty
.
u
'lie-itelegi-.itfollowing
class
r.?celvej
tantalizing
fixmi
Lieutenant
shake of the Mexico, instructed the
with a
a
CRIME.
been prepared to permit all those who years
right is redate.
Tho
alter
D'1Thirty-seconevenings,'
bead,
Ciprlauio
pass
Baca, contalnlas the
of
go
on
in
the
farther west to make
the work
to the yreat reunion to secure
In tho western Bky these
t o re.it ct any and a'.l bids.
According t j a to'ogram welvol
that the latter had arrest-e- l front about 7:30 to 8:30, may now be new acquaintances. Some time during gree, Scottish Rite Masonry, lu re, the comfortable quarers at reasonable served
For
further Information, address
yesterday afternooi by Fred Fornoff.
year,
Mail:
the
not
county,
visible
us.
i.i
to
LllH".Io
Lincoln
prices.
when
she other day, says the Wlnslow
witnessed very interesting astronom-- i
Harry F. Lee. City Clerk. Ai'ouquer-q- u
captain of t'u iuo;i'i', :d police, f.xm a the fharg.' f stealing ca'tle. Lu-- leal
wi'l
Ash
repeat
Holnvs'
11.
of
llirathe
Jupisame
C.illette,
It. L.
K.
This
cf information on the
ti'uin and
phenomena. These planets,
N. M.
Lieutenant Ci.ivlanj Baca aal Priva'e
;: j is half ta haw a Utd repu'a'ion ter, Venus
Fork; J. M. Cooney. of Needles; V. part i.f Jul.' I';. kens will materially
and Mars are in view and: t.ou.
liv order of tho cltv council
W. E. Warner, v, bo are at. present in tlLioiihont Lincoln county Ltid bo is very
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SA1.K, VT.Klt AND TRANS-

SE-

HARNESS

SADDLES
AND ETC,

TABLE BOARD, $4 A
WEEK. AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO

5!

r
A'

We are offering some very spcclji prices on this line of goods
out prices before you buy.
ami it will certainly pay you to

pt

STEAM

JyESM.S..
.

.

.

,

Cornull, a railroad employe Kiant. as the, eoaJ fields of the Yannt Oillup, was at. Santa Ko yesterday kee Fuel company and the Colfax
county Coal and Coke company lie
on business.
north and east, cj Ilaton.
Vhile

t

,

Conductor M. TeM an.l dau.clner,
Hazel, Ml Wtnslow for Michigan, last Friday nifiht, having been
called there on accouut of the illness
of his mother.
Engineer O. Young loft. WinHbw,
Friday morning, for Memphis, Tonn..
to attend the biennial convention of
the Brotheifr.ood of Locomotive Engineers, as the official representative
of the Wlnslow Lodge, No. 13.

fields are not as extensive as
tho fields of the St. Louis, Rocky
Mountain & Tacific Co., they cover
a vast area, and the quantity of both
coal and coke is the best in the southwest, especially for domestic purposes. Tho building of the roau
through Oklahoma and into Kansas,
will undoubtedly give a splendid market for Raton fuel products:
"Guthrie, Okla., May 4. A
charter has Ixen granted to
the Santa Fe, Liberal & Knglewood
company, with. 6,O0O,000,O0O capital
stock, to build a Santa Fe extension
from Englewood. Kan., to Raton,
N. M., passing through Beaver county, Oklahoma. A purveying corps. In
charge of Max L. Cunningham, ha
urve,
i ne
.n .for someB..
time past
From Luglewood the present ter- -

Albuquerque
Carriage Col
Corner Frst and Ttjera Road.
!

MgMLQ110

OILS, VARNISHE3 AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Iyap
Dusters, AVhlps, Axle Oils, etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts 11 vo years and
stops leaks. Oaa'a paid for Hides and
Pelts.
408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.

KvTl

MSstV

f

PAINTS,

IV

y

I

V

Our Top Buggies and
Runabouts mmt iryyv
We need tb floor
pace for another oar.
It's a time to kelp
yourself by helping as.
RUNABOUTS, were $55.00 to $125.00; now..
$48.00 to 1108.00
TOP BUGGIES. wers 165.00 to 140D0: now..
.152.50 to 1123.00
We are also Quoting very low prices on 8urrevs. Stanhone. Con
cords, Buckboards, Spring Wagons, etc. Out of town business solicited- rite for catalogue and prices
V

Thos. F. Keleher

4

t

,

t

V

Kic-s- a

'IS

Machine Works

lhftlr,

ft

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

Meat Market

v'.UU.

Foundry and

ft P. MALL, fro prim tor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can;
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron fronts
Buildings.
Ropmlrm on Mining and Mill Machinery a Bpaelatty
Foundry east side of railroad tiack.
Albsqserqss. n. U.

THIRD STREET
X:1

Into Yours

h?

,t

xxxxxxxxxx
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CLEANING

1

hVLLTltlCHiS

RAILROAD TOPICS

CARPET

Cleans everything.
Ho Is the
Moving, pack- Furniture Man.
ing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and Is no upstart nt
the business. There Is no other
Just Thornton, lloth 'Phones
737 South Walter Street,

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

Mifc

i.i

GOOD

M

LAP ROBES

T.

Pocket

tLITE CAFE

BRIDLES

PQ

Out of Our

FER 8TAULES.
Horses and Mules nought nnd Kx- banged.
HKST TURNOUTS IN TUB (?1TY
d
Seeoi
Street, b twrcn Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

THE SLAUGHTER OF BIRDS

CURE BARGAINS IN

L. TRJMBLF. & CO.

VV.

AMERICAN WOMEN CONDEMN
THiS CHANCE

PAGE SEVEN.

All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
Gent ral Building Supplies
BIRDS THAT ARE KILLE D FOI THEIR PLUMAGE.
Steam Sausage Factory.
Special Correspondence:
THE EGRET.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
New York, April 30. The interest
A Sacrifice to Vanity.
Masonic Building, North Third Street.
taken by tha Queen of England in the'
Both Phones
on the
K. Krickson, a brakoman
Third and Marquette
protection of birds that are slaught
Belongs to the heron family.
Southern Pacific, was shot and fatally
ered for their plumage is already hav
aigrette
The
is
feathers
made
from
wounded by n negro tramp, who was
ing a iar learning eneci. in
taken from the backs of the white
THE CELEBRATED
stealing a rlclo anil ordered off the
movement egret.
iorK, wnere me nnu-oir- u
Sau-gutraiu. The shooting occurred at
has already led to a wholesale con-- 1
grow only during
These
feathers
ON
Cat. The wounded man was taken
demnation of the wearing of plumage the Ceding season and at that time
AngeleH.
to the hospital In
so obtained, the matter is again being the old birds are killed.
Mowers,
Rakes,
Wheat Binders,
conaI(,ored by women who nre wi;ing
When the parent birds are killed
GENERAL COUNSEL MORA- 8acriflce he delights derived from the young are left to perish in their
t0
WETZ HAS RESIGNED
Kay Presses & Farm Machinery
wearlng bird corpses for the sake of nests.
A New York dispatch
announces
aun. 4 ,U1, nuuiu.m preserving the beautiful in nature
egret yields but
Each
of an
that Victor Morawetz, chairman of the ""in va iiiiia, iwu eurveys nave oeen
Snrtncr mlllinerv a an utter ile.
executive committee of the Atchison, made, one running west xo l.iDerai, fiance of tne Iaw8 of blnl protection ounce of plume feathers.
The feathers on one hat frequently
i,T.
Topeka & Santa Fe, has resigned as Kan., and
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
thmnirhl
southwest
song- - represents
j
milUons of C
brilliant
the death of a dozen birds,
Bottled In Bund.
general counsel, but will continue to Iien.v-icounty the otner soutnwest stcrs have bepn klllc,d (o hued
bedeck
the
lnp.U(lln
star-to
fhe Vntinir that die of
'
head tho executive committee. In his from Englewood
Beaver City, and woman of 1900.
lvatlon
place as general counsel Walker D. then west. Tlie
th
lrds
America
that
.ln
Amon5.
Feather hunters have practically
Hlnes of Louisville, Kentucky, has f Twin
-.- nave sunereu mrougn woman . s .
'n i
aesire exterminated the two plume bearing
been appointed. Mr. Hines is a mem- v
snowy
are
for
adornment
heron,
the
..1 company has purchased the the brilliant flamingo and the r,Mih. Knecien of herons ln Amerlca-coa- l
ber of the Louisville firm of Humph"The
Distillers.
J3
rey, Hines & Humphrey, anil was
and other mineral rights on the paroquette.
These birds have been found in the northern states, has been
4MS IS tomUM
FRANKFORT. KY.
connected with the jeal department noted Maxwell grant, extending east practically exterminated.
Ken- - almost driven out.
The
of the Louisville & Nashville from from Raton, and a large number of tucky cardinal
brilliant1 Legislation in several states has
is another
1901 to 1904. He will have his olflce Beaver county farmers have signed an! Mrd
ruthlessly slaught- - helped protect the birds, nnd while
that has en
in Now York City.
agreement to give a right of y free Pred, while Wilson's tern, the beau- - there has been a tendency lately
MELINl & EAKIN
to
4V,
a
to
cooi p......
the
first
buildintr
road
mill
rifni
lioa
- thronirh the
i.
fiiin
i....
111
n
n
n.
viii
ii
ja
.'
NIC
il
1.11
till,
lino
...ill.
AUIVlu.l
mini
CANANEA, YAQUI RIVER
Sole Agents.
(' If! V SilOTllT li.lrt l'!Tl)fl.lTOTl
vn lev
of woman's love for self ornamenta- - believed that the decided stand takeu
AND PACIFIC EXTENSSONS!
WE FILL
Albuquerque,
N. M.
humming-- j by Queen Alexandra will al30 have its
ruby
The
throated
Ition.
by
Iiunortant. railroad extonsi'.ns
Automiatlc
199.
Phone,
bird,
here,
only
one
species
be
the
to
of
ffect
the
i
jf
PRESCRIPTIONS RiGiiT
the Cananoa, Yaqul River & Pacific
A cure may bo effected by applying
:
:
railway it' is believed are about to Chamberlain's Salve as sorn as tl;e!203 WEST RAILROAD AVEbe begun in Arizona, according to a child is done nursing. Wipe it off
At Consistent
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
MERCHANT TAILORING
NUE, NEXT TO BANK OF
dispatch from Naco, and the estab- with a soft cloth before allowing the
PIONEER BAKERY
lishment of a railroad camp with tiO child to nurse. Many trained nurses
Prices
COMMERCE. o o o
(Homestead Entry Xo. 6293.)
men arid 60 mule teams, is thought to use this salve with the best results. UPSTAIRS. OVER NO. 209 WEST Department of the Interior, Land ofSIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
presage that tho work is to be begun Price 25 cents per box. Sold by all
RAILROAD
BAMAVENUE,
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
O.
fice at Santa Fe. N. M., April 2C,
BINI, PROPRIETOR,
Immediately, The camp was estab- druggists.
ooooooexxxxxxxxoxxxxxxxjosj
WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY.
.
lished Saturday about two miles south
o
..1,
Notice is hereby riven tTiar the fob
!
n1n..f
of that city, and although no one who
Wootton & Myer,
We desire patronage and we guaris in authority will state what work BOHEMIAN COLONY PROJECT
,ioe of, hls
baking.
antee
:mre.
I
first
class
patronage
where
solicit
of
the
is to be done, those who are in pos1
is claim, and 207 R uth First Street, Albuquerque.
,n, 6UPI'0"s
IS STILL DE-- : the public. All work guaranteed first- session of information of the road's MR. KIRCHMAN
Rai(l Pro
''111
T have
made before
ev.lthat
n
A
venraIT
class
PUSH
TO
TERMINED
fifteen
Tn
business Intimate that extensions are!
perie'nee in the business. Suits made the .V.nlt,d States Court Commissioner
TOTI & ORADI
SUCCESSFUL ISSUE.
to be made. It Is stated that the plan
rque. incw Mexico, on June
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed anu "l 1JoC
is to build the Cannnea road to Fair- In
Dealers
Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
viz.: Jesus Garcia y Lopez, of
The number of Bohemians who ar-- repaired. The specific I use will not
oanKB, wnere u win connect wiin me
AND RENTALS
Fuel,
Grain
county,
CalTentcr,
and
Fri-- ! injure
New
rived
Socorro,
in
Bernalillo
Thursday
and
T adies'
garments
cloth
the
Southern Pacific branch that runs day morning,
Mexlc0- for ,ho west haIf ot theMutn" line Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
.
.
CO
exrtecta-did
I
I
not
mct
also
a'kuig
leaned
made
Nogales.
and
skirts
from Bonson to
Ranches and Farms-lions-- , says the Chieftain.
and Cigars, place your orders for
west quarter of section 12, township
Mr. Kirch- - 1o orijer
jive lne a tria
10 n01'tn- "anSe 5 east.
man explains the fact by saying that'
this line with us.
HE GOT ENOUGH OF
q. BAMBINI
He names the following witnesses
IT DOWN IN MEXICO. tho season is not favorable for farm- n
Correspondence Solicited.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
tn nrove his enntinnnna reeMpnpp 21 3
E. E. Pall, resident engineer for (Ts tn lcavft thfilr n;nrt n?tViof mqnv Tui; i Aire cunDc Tn DoeTrw
123 S. Third St.,
I
uron and cultivation cKif Raid land.
ucnv nvu ditcc
tho Ssn'-- Fe, at V.'ins'ow, relumed were Treventwl from rominn hv itho
ALBUQUERQUE! . . . . N. M.
vir..:
&
last week from a trip in southern foolish ftar that this locality might
eVJOCOCXXXKKXXXXXDOCOOOOCOOW
One fare plus $1, for the round trip.
Leandro Jaramillo,
Pedro Garcia,
Mexico, near tho Guatemala 'border, experience a repetition of the San'
,
inclu-31
9,
May
going
'Good
to June
Francisco Olguin and llario Gutierrez, Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
says tho Williams News. He took a Fane.iseo catastrophe.
slveKetuin limn, by
Mr. Kirchman assures his Soeon-all of CarjH'tner, New Mexico.
&
lay off from his duties here on April
& Co.'s Coffees. Im
las.
ticket, July 15.
MANTEL R. OTERO.
will surelv oe
8, for a month, and accepted a posi- fnends that tin-rhoden's Granite Flour.
FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE
opportunity
spend,
to
An excellent
rousing meeting of Bohemians hero,
Register.
tion as engineer on the
IXANS.
railroad, at a salary u' $!i0f) per next. fall, when farmers will be at ""r vacation in New England.
Automatic phone 451.
A.
Writ
C. Burrows, T. P. A.,
SOMETHING FOR NOTHING. ASK
month, Mexican money. After a short leisure, and that those who come will
10.
Room
N. T. Armijo Building.
stay E",IJ.ie decided that Arizona, was se., the streams of water spouting Tenth nnd Walnut streots, Kansas!- J. D. EMMONS, THE FURNITURE
Groceries
.
'or full "particulars. War- MAN.
good enough for bim, and came home, from wells on the
He will con-- ; cty.
passonger traffic man-- ,
alLliongh he was off-remore money tinue energo.ieallv to push the plans ren JDon't think that piles can't be cured. Hllliboro creamery Butter Best oa
for colonizing this locality. a"er Chicago.
to remain. He stopped over at the
Barth.
Thousands of obstinate cases have
..
,
r
City of Mexico, and there met Georce Ho is rec.i.ving encourage'ment from'
TTTTZZ
.
50
tui i lie iiiiiru auu fetri Iwen cured by Doan's Ointment.
UP TO DATE SIGNS
Sullivan, C. A. Gren!aw and J. R. sources warranting the assertion thati thecuuri.iiuo
Order Solicited.
Free Delivery.
news.
cents at any drug store.
Treat, all
of t!his coun- Bohemians will continue to visit So14 South Berond Street.
try. He Kays that country is not yet corro during the summer, excursions
208 WEST SILVER AVE.
rerj.ly iar white mn, and is satisfied U'ing advertised to that end.
.
to resume his position with the Santi
Postmaster Robbed.
i
Fe.
.
G. W. Fonts, postmaster at River-ton- .
and CURE THE LUNGS
riRE
Ia.,
nearly lost his life and was
CXXXIOCKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXW
TRAINMASTER MILLS
INSURANCE.
REMFMCERED BY FRIENDS. robbed of all comfort, according to
WITH
Secretary
Building AssociaMutual
IN HONOR OF THE
SCREEN TIME
W. H. Mills, trainmaster at Neodles his letter, which says: "For 20 years
tion. Office at 217 West Railroad
I
had
chronic
liver complaint, which
Is here. Door and Window
for a number of years, but. later reavenue.
screens made to order.
turned to the train service at his own bd to such a severe case of Jaundice!
my
even
finger
nails turned yelinsifanoe, was the recipient, this week, that
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
M. DRAGOIE
otf a token of respect and appreciation low; when my doctor prescribed Elec-- j
Prlea
SXXXX)OCOOOCXDOOCX30CXDOOOOOO
from his follow mp!oyeg in tho shape trie Bitters; which cured me and
Dealer In
SOe lit 100
and
F0R.C 0UGHS
of a 'high grade Waltham watc!, solid have kept me well for eleven years."
GENERAL
MERCHANDISE.
0L0S
Free
Trial.
?.
GRAND ELECTRIC PAGEANT WITH 15,000 SHRINERS IN LIE
gold case and chain
with Masonic Sure cure for Biliousness, Neuralgia,
INSURANCE, REAJ, ESTATK
Groceries,
rharm, says the Needles Eye. The Weakness and r. 11 Stomach, Liver,
Cigars
and Tobacco, and
and
Cure
for all
Uuickest
DAY FIRE WORKS
Surest
GORGEOUS FLORAL PAkADE
NOTARY PUBLIC.
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
watch is the Riverside Maximus move- Kidney an.l Bladder derangements. A
THROAT and LUNO XEOUB-US- S,
OF
A
WEEK
STARTLING ENTERTAINMENT
Kooni 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque 300 North Broadway, corner of Washment, tho best mado. W. 11. M., in wonderful tonic. At all drug ste.res.
orMOtfKI BACK.
ington avenuo, Albuquerque, N. M.
Automatic Telephone, 174.
the bark 50 cents.
inimii
me:'..rani. is er.it mved
Hie following
Inside, the
cas.
"To Our Trainmaster,
is eiinravod:
W. II. Mill, from (). R. C, Division
wssgaar
aaigamressxs
"esroagy
as3"ff- zWii
Enginemen of
2k2. and Train and
ax-'sfflfapTK
oKisap, .arsrr.
tmmtr
f:,'."fe.
tunsM. .4errm
Arizona Division. A., T. & S. F. Ry.,
with our best wishes. 1900." Biside
piece of property,
lK;lng a valuable
the wa'.cli expresses an appreciation
of Mr. Mills' otliclal a: ts whiio he
was trainmaster, nnd is most fining
and proper expression of bis fellow
employes' esteem.
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CITIZEN.
THE MclNTOSH BROWNS WILL
ENTERTAIN YOU un n u n
t
NIGHT AT THE CASINO.

SANDOVAL COUNTY

LOCAL AND

DISTRICT COURT

PERSONAL

IF

Fair tonight and Wednesday, ex
cept showers in northeast portion to
night; cooler in east portion.

as for beauty. They fit snug
around the ankle and over the instep and keep the heel
At the name timo they give
from sliding up anil dnvn.
plenty of to" rm, and allow the foot to grow In Its natural

s well

hape.
Only such lea! hers as will stand hard wear

are used

In

their con ;ft met ion.
Mack Kid. Tan Kid, Patent Kid and Canvas:
CHILDREN'S SHOES.

5

to 8

$ .85 to $1.50

CHILDREN'S SHOES, e2 ta 11
CHILDREN'S SHOES, 11Ja to 2
CHILDREN'S SLIPPERS, 5 to 8

$1.00 to $1.85
$1.25 to $2.25
$1.00 to $1.50

CHILDREN'S SLIPPERS, 8'2 to 11
CHILDREN'S SLIPPERS, 11Vi to 2

$1.15 to $1.75
$1.35 to $2.00

NEED
C. E.

157.

Blast at Bernalillo, Eighteen Miles
Above the City.

DAY AND WEATHER.

are made for wear

YOU

TELEPHONE

Now In Full

OUR CHILDREN'S
SHOES AND SLIPPERS

TUESDAY, MAY 8,

A CARPENTER
MAPLES. BLACK

WANTED, STORAGE.
Your heating stoves stored for the
summer.
J. w. MASTERS,
11S Gold Avenue.
o

KCT,gffiaTYlHez

Once upon a time a man
bought a pair of our
W, L. Douslas Shoes

if

FRESH CUT FLOWERS.
Sunrise, 5:01; sunset, 6:51; length THE FIRST DAY'S PROCEEDINGS
of day, 13 hours and 50 minutes;
IVES, THE FLORIST.
moon fulled today. Night and morning cool, but day delightfully pleas- SpiM lal Cuiri'-t.-ti
ant. Cool nights are preventing flood
Bernalillo. N M., May 7. Af:er a
in the Rio Grande. The commissary
department
of the Alvarado was lapse of thirty years, the town of
burned five years ago last evening.
Bernalillo again entertained a. district court, it now being the county
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
1 IS Gold Avenue
seat of Sandoval county.
Associate Justice of tbe supreme
FollowinK van tho 4 (o'clock reort court. Judge Abbott, convened the Glas3e
Eyes
or the arrival of Santa Fc passeng'T term.
Captain VT. K. Dame, clerk;
Adjusted.
P
O.
Tested.
trains:
I'miliano Sandoval, sheriff, and
No. 1 On time.
Hovey. deputy, were aU: prent.
No. 7 On time.
The grand jury venire was returnNo. 9 On time.
able at 9 a. m., and by 10 o'clock the LENSES GROUND ON PREMISES
No. 8 On time.
court had empanelled the jury and
No. 4 On time.
given the instructions, which covered
many subjects, among which was one
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLO
Mrs. 1j. G. Rosenfield, wife of the requiring that they Investigate vioAND EXCHANGED
pawnbroker, left last nlgl t for a visit lations of the Sunday law.
Among the attorneys present were
to her parents at St. Joseph, Mo.
Office
Association
Hon A. J. Abbott, who is the legal District Attorney Clancy, representTransactions
Chaves,
Nelll
V.
E.
territory;
ing
the
New
In
Indians
Pueblo
adviser of the
Guaranteed
Field, S. Burkhardt, Kloek &
Mexico, Is hero today on legal mat- B.
1
R. R. Ave.
C.
M.
ROSENFIELD'S,
W.
AY". C. Ileacock
de
8
and
Owen.
ters.
Baca.
"
A Urge intmbe.r.shlp
of the
Several civil cases were pressed tor
UfiQ
35
REGULAR
CENTS DINNER,
Circle bold an interesting
at the present term of the court, EVERY DAY, EXCEPT SUNDAY, AT
meeting this afternoon at their lodge trial
but. the court refused V f et them, in ZEIGER'S RESTAURANT, FROM 12
quarters.
view of the unpreparedness of one
ICakin
will side or the oUier, due to the uncer- NOON TO 2 P. M.
Mr. nnd Mrs. James D.
leave tomorrow morning for jemez tainty, until a later date, whether or
hot fiprlngK, where they will rest for not there would 1h sufficient funds to
a month.
try such, causes, and the court stated
Mrs. Catherine Tingley, president that he might recall the petit Jury
of the Thoofiophlst society at rolnt for a date in June, when counsel
Lorua, near San Diego, Cal., passed wculd have due notice for preparathrough the city last night on her tions, and all civil causes would be
way to New York.
tried.
The case of E. A. Miera vs. Seferino
Mr. and Mrs. M. It. Otero and
t
de Baca, was dismissed, ui n
daughter, Mrs. Solomon buna, will
.
of costs by defendants.
enjoy their vacation In Mexico, leavThe cas? of the Territory vs.
ing last night for that republic. They
Martinez was called for trial,
will visit all tho principal cities ot
SUITS FOR MEN AND YOUTHS.
Mexico and will bo absent a month and on motion of defendant, the complaint was stricken out with leave
or six weeks.
and this cause was J
We have placed on sale all our
Miss Nannie Lay, sister cT Mrs. W. given to amend,8 o'clock
a. m. the secMen's and Youth's Suits, that sold
B. Chllders, after a visit of several set for trial at
cf tae term.
up to $17.50, at the extra low price
months hero, left yesterday for her ond day"grand
jury Is as follows: , Al-The
home at Richmond, Va., Dame nu
of $12.50 the suit. - See the big
inl; Valriez. Kazarlo Ieyba, Berneba
mor has' it that the lady will become
Lin- Reyes
Ruttledge,
Mestas,
Joseph
window display of these suits.
rea bride :me time next month,
Garcia, Jose Lopez.
turning to this city soon thereafter derna. Ramon
Gailegos, Juan Sals, ValenThe gray is the popular color in
as the wife of an Albuquerque pbysi- - Porfilio
tin Lucero, Eugenio Montoya. VId.il
a suit this season. We are showcian.
Chavez. Jose Felix Garcia, Manuel
ing a big line of these suits, which
accompanied by Garcia,
A. n. McGaffey,
Francisco Salsillo, Manuel
Mrs. Frank H. Strong, left last Sat Perea, Emcillano de T,a O. B. Mar
have just been received from the
urday night fir Ix8 Angeles. Mrs. tinez, Abel Zamoia, Francisco
Ro
big clothing manufactures estabMcGaffey and children are eojourn- - mero, Margueritto
aldez. with Abel
of the east.
lishments
during
Angels
ing in the City of
the ZanuTra as foreman.
Every suit guaranteed for s'yle,
summer, and Mrs. Strong, a 6ister,
G. Ortiz and Apolonio Gutierrez
U
will be her guest a few weeks. Mr. were selected bailiffs of court, and
workman ship and durability.
McGaffey will return to the city in a Dionlcio Perea interpreter to the
few days.
grand Jury.
Sherwood and wife
Edward I
The suit to recover 110.000 on the
spent Sunday In the city visiting rel- life of the late Hon. Pedro Perea. held
are on by a policy in the State Life Insuratives. The young couple
their wedding trip and will visit ance company, of Indianapolis, Ind..
friends In Socorro and Magdaiena. will be one of the important cases
The groom has hosts of friends In to be beard this term. Attorney
this city, he Slaving lived here at Field represents the widow, Mrs. Peone time, who extend congratulations dro Perea.
to the happy pair.
On a change of venue the case of
J. H. Fenncr, the well known en Andres Romero vs. A. L. Morgan, congineer, left Saturday evening ior tractor. In connection with the unMemphis, Tenn., where be goes as finished building on South First
avenue, will
delegate to the grand lodge of the street, corner of
En be heard at this term of court.
Brotherhood
of Ijoeomolive
Nicholas Metz, also sues Contractor
gineers. Mr. Fenier will take a so
journ of a month or tsa and will visit Morgan for supplies furnished him at
u C3
other places of interest in the south this building, and this case, with that
and also his old ihome in New iork of Mr. Romero, is on the docket, to
be tried at this t.rm of court.
before returning to Albuquerque.
J. E. Haines land Roderick Stover,
Lou Schoenecker, Hitgb Rilllng3by
two mighty bear hunters of the city,
wfc
sojourned
Toney Dicker.-ureturned from the Manzano mountains and
the Jiuuez hot springs the past
yesterday.
En route to tho moun at
month, returned to the city late yes
tains and but only three miles from terday
nfternoon. They 'had a fina
.2
the city, the burro they had alung time, anil
returns to the city with
ou
with them refused to walk, and by his ir.ints Lou
pretty well freed f:l m
main strength of tho two hunters, rheumatic pains.
X
the nnlmal was lifted into tho wagon
and the trip then proceeded without
"Quick White," and "Bianco," for
any further interruption. A trap was cleaning white tihoes. gioves, straw
set in the mountains, and they hope hats, etc, 10c and 25c packages. 0
o
to find a bear caught whitn they re- May's Shoe store. Oil West Railroad
turn thereto in a few days.
avenue.
o
A dog, .belonging to Mrs. Harry
I he Highland
meat market, conRussell,
Kay
by
Sehulz, was annoyed
a email loy, and in turn the animal nected with the Highland grocery
store, which has be n closed for some
snapped at the boy, inflicting
repairs, w ill be reopened to- M South First Street
J3,
The affair occurred ltast niuht tiir.o
and nt about 10 o'clock a policeman morrow iy u. t. lirown, or feioux
called and put six shots into the City. Iowa. Mr. Brown is a butcher
pronounced f 1"K experience, and by keeping a
canine before the do
dead. It is nil right to kill a dog full assortment of frebh meats, hopes
t'twit is vicious, but officers sent ou such to merit a share of the public's pat
missions should respect tbe nerves ronage.
of sensitive people, and not d:tnimu
A BENEFIT DANCE
FOR
THE
the deed before the eyes of women MclNTOSH
BROWNS
THURSDAY
and children.
NIGHT AT THE CASINO.
One of the biggest temperance ralD.
churches,
any
The ladlt of the German Lutheran
lies held in
of the local
Highland
Fria
coffee
social
night
church will hold
at tho
occurred last
Methodist church. Rev. Sollio pre- day afternoon. In Odd Fellows' hall,
in
stirring
address
from 2 until 5 o'clock. Everybody Is
sided and made a
favor of temperance. Mr. McCoy sang invited to attend and partake of an
an appropriate solo, and this was fol- elegant lunch.
lowed by the conference committee
FIXD THE CHlCKtRINl MORE
making Its report on tomperance work.
Kev. W. V,". Havens, superintendent of
League for New MexWherever you go, you will find the
the
Glasses fitted for relief of poor
ico and Arizona, then addressed the piano store that represents Chicker-ln- g
nervous
headache
vision,
and
the
&
meeting, and fully demonstrated
Sons to be the best place to
Appointments
made at
fact that tho league was doing good look for pianos of less expensive
strain.
grade.
work for tho cause of temperance
Vann's drug store.
Tins name Chickering is in itself
the two territories.
a iti'
guarantee
of that store's
a
methods. You may safely depend upon
uszaM&DsasmBaK
i's advice as to the other maRes it
I'tmdles.
In New Mexico the chlck-erin- .;
is represented solely bv
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
BIG TIME THURSDAY NIGHT AT
to E.
THE CASINO.
BENEFIT DANCE
FOR THE MclNTOSH BROWNS.

fin tiunttrffti

BebberOpticalCo.

R.R.

AND CONDIMENTS.

When purchased at F. F. Trotter'i
grocery store, are sure to brio; the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

The Golden Rule Clothing
The
for Style,
Store

No.

118 and 120 South Second

street

1

T. Y. MAYNARD.

GEO. W. HICKOX.

The Hickox - Maynard Co
AKE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES

OF

The Gorham Manufacturing Co. Sterling Silverware.
The Llbbey Co. Artistic Cut Glass.
The W. A. Pickard Hand Painted China.
Each In It clan appropriate for weddings gifts.
Our stock of Diamonds "Never before so complete."
good time for Investment, as Diamonds are rapldiy advancing

1n

'Tie a
value.

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
THE ARCH FRONT.

SOUTH SECOND 8TREET.

Do You Use

a Fountain Syringe

If not, you may a little later. Jt will pay you to buy It from us Saturday, March 24. Remember, for oue day only at the following cut prices:
Quart
Quart
4- - Quart
2- -

3- -

Regular Price $1.00 Our Price Saturday
Regular Price $1.25 Our Price Saturday
Regular Price $1.50 Our Price Saturday

65c
75c
90c

They are all standard quality, but we are overstocked, and must reduce the same before hot weather. Don't forget the date Saturday,
March 24 and the time one day only. Mall orders will be accepted at the above prices.

J J.

H. O'RIELLY CO,

-

Druggists

-

Barnett Building

-

CEMENT,

SASH,

Doors, Glass, Paint and

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING
MAIL. ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
First and Marquette,

-

Albuquerque, N. M.

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD

AVE.

Watohea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
D'amondB,

We Invite

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

3

11

wt-iu-id

-

Ci
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OPTICIAN
NEW

PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
'lu mber, Kureka is the only lime
''I hero that will not pop, crack or
l::ir in the wall. See that it is
!'
ilicd in your contract.

'
i

NEW MEXICO

OPTICAL BOARD.

ICE CREAM

1.--

ha,

$1.,-,-

SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING

MILL CO.

5

i

I

RUBBER HOSE

GARDENTOOLS

SCREENS

galvanized;

Wholesale

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

WIPE WINDOW

iH
for 1 5
A
make the reu!:ir shop made X
always
have
cost,A
Joors that

fore

& COMPANY

FREEZERS

o

$2.1") to $i"jr,, f.)r

J. POST

M

ana roioii

REFRIGERATORS

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
A home made door, with uimmiugs,
r l. 25.
W" are making window screens all
T'.ijcii together, and as strong as
for 7 cents a Miunre foot. A
l"r.
or
ii door,
tnatj''
..i.tl.i. fiTit, floor h!nn',l In ltare H
togetiKtwith trim
the cat.
V.

IN

MEXICO.

PRESIDENT OF

and detail

11'

.

122

o

FIRST ESTABLISHED

Wholesale

TAXES ARE NOW DUE, AND
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.

HAHN & CO.

S. Second

s

xiiii:ii:ixiixiiixiiix':iiiiiii
fblcSNTOSN HARDWARE COWJPAMY
Successors

ASK TO SEE THEM

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

-

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

TAXES ARE NOW DUE, AND
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.

50c to S2.GO

-

40 1, 403 North First Street

Anti-Salo-

Straw Hats for Men and Boys

a

ma

Eye Sight
Specialist

$5.00

19

Men's Underwear, we are
showing a big line from the very
low price of 50c a suit, to the very
finest, at $3.50 the suit. Extra good
values at $1 the suit.
In

U5,

t

w

We have the Popular College Shape;
also the large and medium shapes at
the popular price of

1

mi

MEN'S UNDERWEAR.

HOSE, FLORALSETS
1AWN MOWERS, REFRIGERATORS, ICE
CREAM FREEZERS,
BUILDERS' HARDWARE, PLUMBERS
AND TINNERS, ETC.

n.

PAN MM A HATS.

See Our Windows

We are showing an immense
display of fine Dre3 Shirts, wlub.
and without collars, in Percales,
Fancy Madras, Brilliantines
end
China Silk, from 75c to $4.50 each.

HARDWARE

z

-t

mwrrimiMBLBwa

FINE DRESS SHIRTS.

S. T. VANN, 0.

THE

Store

Whitney company

Q

LUMBER,

Service and Saving

Rapid Selling of Men's and Youths9 Suits

pay-u.en-

F. F. TROTTER

and he wore them, and wore them, and wore them,
and wore them, and wore them, and wore them, and
wore them, and wore them, and wore them.
In the meantime his son grew to manhood and
bought a pair of shoes "Just like fatherV and ho
wore them, and wore them, and wore them, and
wore them, and wore them, and wore them, and
wore them.
About this time the grandson began wearing a pair
of our Special Douglas School Shoes, and he wore
them and wore them, and wore them, and wore them
and wore them.
Now all these shoes have been laid aside for use I y
the fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth
generations.
You certainly get. your money worth when you buy
our shoes.
Douglas Shoes $3 SO Pair, Oxfords, too.

SIMON
STERN
Railroad Avenue ClotSnier

1

Wood-mons-

SAUCES

1906.

SPADEs7SHOVELS
RAhES

::v

poultry netting

GARDENBARROWS

215 West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO
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